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First results of region's wind energy study released
By Molly Waite

in their communities,” Nordman said.
“Ourprojectwillenhancelocalcapacity
to mitigate conflicts surrounding
With wind energy gaining serious wind energy development and will
interest among the people of West
help Michigan achieve its 10 percent
Michigan, the West Michigan Wind
renewable energy target in a manner
Assessment released its first report that is environmentally, economically
on the progression of wind energy and socially appropriate.”
development throughout the region.
In October 2008, Michigan
The WM WA project staff at Grand enacted a renewable energy standard,
Valley State University is currently requiring electric providers to obtain
analyzing the environmental, social
10 percent of their electricity from
and economic benefits and challenges renewable sources by 2015. With coal
of wind energy development in currently accounting for 58 percent
Allegan County, one of the four coastal of Michigan’s electricity production,
counties that show a high potential for most electric providers consider wind
wind energy production.
energy the best and most valuable
WMWA began in July 2(X)9. commercial resource with which to
Funded by the Michigan Sea Grant reach the target percentage.
and
administered
through
the
The WMWA project will increase
National Oceanic and Atmospheric
the capacity of local
Administration,
governments to find
the program is a
“I expect Grand
environmentally,
cooperative
effort
economically
and
Valley will continue
among
GVSU,
socially sustainable
to have a leadership solutions.
the
University
of Michigan
and
role in advancing
“Alternative
Michigan
State
energy
is a pathway
the understanding
University.
to
moving
our
of alternative
Erik
Nordman,
country away from
coordinator
energy...”
total dependence on
of
the
GVSU
fossil fuel sources
Natural
Resources
ARNOLD BOEZAART
such as oil and coal,”
Management
MAREC DIRECTOR
said Arnold Boezaart,
Program,
is
the
director
of
the
principal investigator
Michigan Alternative
and project manager.
and
Renewable
Nordman said the primary intent Energy Center, “A large portion of
of this integrated assessment project the oil we use comes from places in
is to comprehensively analyze the the world that are politically unstable
challenges to setting up wind turbines and at great cost. Our significant
in coastal West Michigan, including dependence on coal also contributes
Oceana, Muskegon, Ottawa and to the emission of green house
Allegan counties in the hopes of gases, C02 and other toxins that are
deploying thousands of wind energy emitted into the atmosphere. Shifting
facilities to bring changes to local to the use of alternative energy will
communities.
contribute to reduced dependence on
“By combining science and both of those problematic fuel and
public participation, our integrated energy sources.”
assessment will empower citizens and
Boezaart serves on the stakeholder
local governments to make informed steering committee for WMWA. The
decisions about wind energy facilities committee helps guide the project
GVL Staff Writer

By Dan Michniewicz

GVL Copy Editor

GVL / Lindsey Waggoner
The West Michigan Wind Assessment project staff at GVSU are working to
improve the state's use of alternative energy, such as these wind turbines.

by identifying the challenges to
implementing wind energy plans and
includes representatives from the
business community, environmental
advocates, local townships, electric
utilities and wind developers.
Currently, eight wind projects
are being planned and MAREC has
proposed building an offshore testing
platfomi to assess Lake Michigan’s
wind energy potential. The next
phase of the WMWA project includes
studying the environmental, social
and economical interactions that
make wind energy development so
complex.

The project’s staff hope to mitigate
any adverse effects wind energy might
have to maximize the benefits of the
program.
“GVSU is providing leadership
in building awareness of alternative
energy issues and will help others
develop a better awareness of how
important this subject is,” Boezaart
said. “I expect that Grand Valley will
continue to have a leadership role
in advancing the understanding of
altemativeenergyandindemonstrating
and modeling alternative energy
options.”
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Sex toy parties spark
controversy in residence halls
Housing leaves objections to inappropriate’
parties to be decided among roommates
Courtesy Photo / Google Images
More than 50 tickets have been issued to students who park illegally at the
Walker Fire Station Park-and-Ride lot. After multiple tickets, cars are towed.

University finds few options
to improve Park-and-Ride lots
By Nadira Kharmai

The junior student has used
the Park-and-Ride lot for two
years. He said he appreciates
A common complaint heard GVSU’s free transportation and
throughout the student body is the idea behind Park-and-Ride
“there’s not enough parking on but firmly believes the lots need
campus.” The problem persists to be expanded because of high
off-campus, too, especially in the usage and demand.
Park-and-Ride lots located at the
“It’s ridiculous that it’s freq
Walker Fire Station and Standale parking big enough only for 30 or
Meijer.
40 cars,” Wiley said. “If GVSU
Last month, more than 50 knows so many students use it,
tickets were issued to students why don’t they expand it?”
who parked illegally at the
Another Park-and-Ride lot
Walker Fire Station. The lot many students do not utilize is
serves as the most popular and Meijer’s parking lot.
overcrowded Park“Students
and-Ride location.
“It's ridiculous that
don’t
seem
to
Among
those
want
to
go
over
it's free parking big
ticketed, students
there,” said Erin
enough only for 30
who created their
Babson, GVSU’s
own spaces and/or
or 40 cars.”
operations
parked in the grass
manager.
“It’s
were also towed.
not very far away
Since
the
and has spaces
BEN WILEY
crackdown,
“the
available.”
GVSU JUNIOR
problems
have
At the Meijer
lessened
but
location
there
occasionally we see cars parked are no reported problems with
illegally that get towed and overflow, ticketing or towing.
ticketed,” said Capt .Greg Long of The distance between the two
the Walker Police Department.
lots is almost a mile.
GVSU student Ben Wiley said
“Students could park at
he believes making additional
Meijer, but it’s a hassle because
parking spaces would benefit you have to walk across M-45,
students and eliminate the and the weather hasn't been the
best,” Wiley said.
problem.
Babson said there is little the
“It’s not fair that students
have to pay for tuition and then university can do to improve the
pay for parking to use the free existing parking conditions.
bus,” Wiley said.
See Park-and-Ride, A2
GVL Staff Writer

By Chelsea Lane and
Katie Bludworth

GVL Staff
As a college student, life is
said to center on new experiences.
However, one of these experiences
has raised eyebrows and objections
from those in on-campus housing.
Pure Romance parties have
become one of the most common
— and sometimes controversial
— social gatherings of college
students. These parties cater
exclusively to women and offer
goods such as lotions, lubricants
and sex toys.
These parties often consist of
games, a large variety of food and
drinks, product demos and small
free gifts such as perfume or
lotion. Similar to a purse party or a

jewelry party, these Pure Romance
parties invite a consultant into the
living space where she details the
sort of products offered, and in
turn, the party concludes with a
buying session where the guests
of the party can then purchase the
products of their choice.
While supporters argue the
parties bring together diverse
groups of people and allow them to
talk openly and comfortably about
sex and sexuality, others think the
parties may not be appropriate
for on-campus living centers
and could possibly cause some
roommates to feel uncomfortable.
Grand Valley State University’s
Housing and Residence Life
Handbook does not address these
See Parties, A2

See Tasers, A2
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Courtesy Photo / Google Images
Pure Romance parties are popular events, but their sexual nature leads to opposition.
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Grand
Valley
State
University’s
Department of
Public Safety is considering
acquiring Tasers, said Capt.
Brandon
DeHaan, assistant
director of DPS.
Taser is the brand name
commonly used to refer to
electroshock guns, which target
the central nervous system and
temporarily incapacitate their
target. Tasers can administer
up to 50,000 volts of electricity
through wires that can be shot
as far as 15 feet.
DeHaan said the department
will take into account the
number of encounters its officers
have had with individuals who
were “assaultive in nature” to
determine whether it should
acquire Tasers.
But the individuals the
department’s
officers
have
interacted with have generally
been compliant, he added.
Tasers are considered nonlethal weapons, but the deaths
that have occurred after law
enforcement’s use of Tasers
have lead to criticism directed
at police departments and the
products' manufacturers.
On Nov. 16, Matthew Bolick,
30, died while in the custody of
the East Grand Rapids Public
Safety Department. Police say
Bolick punched an officer,
and then the fight escalated,
prompting officers to shock him
with a Taser multiple times.
The Grand Rapids Press
reported that Grand Rapids
Police Capt. Jeff Hertel said the
doctor who performed Bolick’s
autopsy does not believe the
Taser played a role in his death.
In one study funded by
the U.S. National Institute of
Justice, 99.7 percent of those
shocked with a Taser suffered
no serious injuries.
However,
according
to
Amnesty International,coroners
listed Tasers as a contributory
factor or cause in the deaths of
at least 50 of the more than 330
people who died after police
shot them with Tasers from June
2001 to August 2008.
Taser International, a major
manufacturer of the weapons,
recently posted a bulletin
advising
police
and
law
enforcement officers against
shooting suspects in the chest
with its products.
A second advisory issued by
the company asserted that the
bulletin did not state its products
could cause cardiac arrest, but
said a department could avoid
controversy if its officers aimed
at areas other than suspects’
chests.
Capt. Chuck Lark of the East
Grand RapidsSafety Department
said the department’s trainers
are trained by members of
Taser
International.
The
department has also heeded
Taser International’s bulletin.
During Taser training, it now
advises officers against shooting
suspects in the chest. Lark said.
Frank Hughes, chair of
GVSU’s
Criminal
Justice
Department, said during his
25 years of service with the
Michigan Department of State
Police, officers only had their
brains, their bodies and their
firearms.
“For a lot of years prior to

Laker Life........................................................................ A6
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An officer points a Taser at a suspect
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Park-and-Ride
continued from page A1

“A lot of people don’t
understand,” she said. “We
don’t have a lot of land at
our disposal, so we can’t
just expand the land.”
She
said
students
had “fair warning” with
signs
displayed
about
ticketing and towing but
“unfortunately students did
not abide them.”
Last year, GVSU looked

Tasers
continued from page A1

Tasers,
police
officers
affected
thousands
of
arrests,” Hughes said.
Hughes said non-lethal
weaponry,
including
pepper spray and rubber or
beanbag bullets, emerged
during the final few years
of his time with the state
police while Tasers have
become widely available
only in the last decade or
so.

Parties
continued from page A1

parties directly, but does
prohibit any activity that
invades the rights of
others.
Ultimately,
GVSU
Housing leaves it up to
a party host and his or
her roommates to decide
whether or not these
parties should be allowed
in on-campus housing and
if they are comfortable
holding a Pure Romance,
purse or jewelry party in
their dorm.

at purchasing a lot near
the Walker Fire Station
to expand on parking,
but due to “financial and
sustainable” reasons, the
university did not make the
purchase. There is more to
it than just buying land and
loading asphalt onto the
ground, Babson said.
“If we had to make
another parking lot for
students, we would have to
build bus shelters, curbs.

lighting — along with
other safety aspects, too,”
she said. “We can’t just
hand them a gravel lot and
say good luck.”
Park-and-Ride’s
services are made possible
through a partnership with
The Rapid, Grand Valley
State University and local
businesses
along
Lake
Michigan Drive.

He said Tasers and
other non-lethal weaponry
provide
officers
with
options between physical
and lethal force, ones they
could use when they are
uncertain if lives are at
risk.
But
Hughes
said
departments must create
sound Taser policy and
provide their officers with
quality Taser training.
He also said officers
should be able to subdue

aggressive suspects with
their bare hands at a rate
of 90 percent without
receiving
or
causing
serious injury, and that he
was concerned officers
might use Tasers when
verbal or physical force
would suffice.
“Officers will always
have to use discretion,”
Hughes said. “Discretion
goes directly to training.”

“We’re all adults here
and matters like that are
between
roommates,”
said
Kenneth
Horne,
VanSteeland
resident
assistant.
In addition to the social
aspect, one of the biggest
draws in hosting one of
these parties is 10 percent
of the money spent by party
guests is credited back to
the hostess of the party.
For example, a party
where guests spend $200
would then allow the
hostess to pick out $20
worth of products for

which she would not have
to pay.
Party attendees often
range
in
age,
sexual
experience and relationship
status.
“I
think
they’re
positive,”
said
senior
Caitlin Hickman about Pure
Romance parties. “They
encourage
conversation
on a topic that is still seen
as being slightly taboo in
today’s society.”

nkharmai @ lanthorn rom
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Committee must submit petition
referendum plan by February 2010
GVl Staff Writer
A faculty petition to
reverse a recent decision by
the University Academic
Senate that would allow only
tenured faculty to vote was
submitted on Nov. 20 with
391 signatures.
On Oct. 16, the UAS
passed a motion that stated,
“only
tenured
faculty
members are eligible to vote
on faculty personnel actions
involving contract renewals,
tenure,
promotions
and
sabbaticals” with a 23-18
vote.
The controversial ruling
prompted
some
faculty
to begin a petition for a
referendum, which would
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Matt Marsden, a spokesman
for Republican Senate Majority
Leader Mike Bishop.
Democrats who run the state
House said Monday they are
working on education funding
plans but there’s no guarantee
anything will happen this week.
Schools across the state
already are planning layoffs,
busing cuts and other reductions
for January in anticipation of the
reduced state aid. But parents
and sch(X)l officials have not yet
given up hope that lawmakers
will do something to avoid it.
“We’re not telling lawmakers
how to fix it,” said Karen Kline,
a parent and marching band and
orchestra booster in the Royal
Oak school district in suburban
Detroit. “Just fix it.”
Kline is concerned about
cuts to the band and other
programs that could take place
unless more money is found.
She helped start a statewide
bake sale effort called Cookies
for Michigan Kids to draw
attention to schools’ funding

By Tim Martin

Associated Press Writer
LANSING, Mich. (AP)
— Time is running out for
state lawmakers to soften the
latest round of funding cuts to
Michigan schools.
Legislators
have
been
studying what they could do to
help offset a $127 per student
funding cut — about $212
million statewide — ordered by
Gov. Jennifer Granholm. The
cuts will be reflected in checks
sent to schools Dec. 21 unless
lawmakers agree in the next
week or so on a way to raise
enough cash to eliminate the
reduction.
It appears more likely that
lawmakers will try and restore
the cuts in early 2010, after the
reductions have taken effect.
The Republican-led Senate
plans to take action this week
on measures that would help
Michigan compete for up
to $400 million in federal
Recovery Act money by making
changes in state law, including
allowing more charter schools
and creating an alternative
path to teacher certification. If
Michigan were to be among
the winners of the Obama
administration’s Race to the Top
competition, the state could get
$200 million to $400 million for
schools as early as April.
Committee hearings on
the proposals took place on
Tuesday.
“That’s going to be the
focus, because we’ve got real
money sitting out there,” said

sbutcher@ lanthorn .com

plight. The campaign included
a Wednesday visit to the state
Capitol to lobby for more
education money.
“It’s such a political impasse
at this point,” Kline said. “We’re
trying to give parents a voice, to
allow them to say to Lansing
‘we’re really frustrated and
angry that you’re not keeping
your promise to our children to
fund their education.’”
The $ 127 per student
reduction comes on top of a
$165 per student cut signed
into law in October. Combined,
the cuts represent a 4 percent
reduction from the minimum of
$7316 per student allocated by
the state last fiscal year.
Those cuts affect all of
Michigan's 551 public school
districts and 233 public school
academies. In addition, 39 of
the state's higher-funded school
districts face a combined cut of
nearly $52 million from funding
specifically set aside for them
because of a Granholm veto.

AP Photo / Rod Sanfc
Gov. Jennifer Granholm rallies to support funding for public schools.
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referendum.
One of the primary roles
of this committee during the
referendum process will be
to hold discussion forums
for the faculty, where faculty
members will be able to
express their opinion on the
referendum.
“I don’t know what
direction these discussions
will take, but I will be
encouraging
individual
faculty from our petition
group to attend all forums
that are scheduled,” Bender
said.
The committee has until
Feb. 26, 2010 to perform
its tasks and send the
referendum to Haas.

Deadline nears on Michigan
school budget cuts

l>ootrs Opfcrw @,7£0p
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allow faculty members to
provide input on the ruling.
“The pending referendum
presumably will affect what
business UAS can cover until
then,” said John Bender, a
tenured associate chemistry
professor who worked to
gather signatures for the
petition. “UAS will likely
not take further action on the
Oct. 16 UAS vote until the
referendum is resolved.”
Currently,
a
threemember “faculty task force”
appointed
by
President
Thomas J. Haas is working
to verify the signatures.
If at least 292 of the 391
signatures are verified, that
committee will begin to set
up the procedures for the

By Samantha Butcher
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News in Hrief
University leads
awarded degrees

state

in

Grand
Valley
State
University has increased
its number of graduates
by a greater amount than
any other public Michigan
university, according to the
Integrated
Postsecondary
Education Data System
Completion Survey. The
number of degrees awarded
is up by 91.8 percent
compared to the 1998-99
academic year — a rate
more than double that of
the university’s enrollment
growth of 42 percent.
GVSU receives the least
state funding per student of
all Michigan universities.
Currently,
GVSU’s
appropriation per student
is $3,026 as compared to
the state average of $5,719.
President Thomas J. Haas
said the decrease in state
aid makes GVSU’s increase
in awarded degrees an even
greater accomplishment.
“Grand
Valley’s
accomplishment is all the
more remarkable because
the university’s graduation
increases have come at a time
when state aid has dropped
dramatically and our tuition
held to a rate below the state
average,” Haas said. “1 have
long maintained that Grand
Valley provides a great
return on taxpayer’s and
student’s investment. This
proves it.”
Student takes first place in
entrepreneurial competition

The top competitors
from four local schools,
including GVSU, competed
in the Regional Idea Pitch
Competition on Nov. 19,
sponsored by the Center
for Entrepreneurship and
Collegiate Entrepreneurs’
Organization. Competitors
are given 90 seconds to
pitch their idea for a new
product, service or business
to a panel of judges. The top
finalists receive monetary
prizes to put toward further
developing their ideas.
GVSU student Ashley
Litke, who had previously
placed second in the GVSU
competition, was awarded
first place in the regional
round for her community
bike
station
proposal.
Second place went to
Helena Steig for her athome cosmetology party
idea and third place was a
tie between Raul Velasco’s
smart card pitch and Peter
Reno’s green charcoal idea.
Kirkhof Center hosts holiday
thrift sale

On Monday, the Kirkhof
Center will hold a holiday
thrift
sale,
featuring
affordable holiday gifts
•students can purchase for
loved ones. Available gifts
will include clothing, video
games, candles, toys and
more.
; Proceeds from the sale go
to the Grand Valley Student
Occupational
Therapy
Association.
Student veterans
Pearl Harbor Day

observe

In recognition of Pearl
Harbor Day this Monday,
GVSU student veterans will
host an event at 2 p.m. on
Monday in room 2216 of
the Kirkhof Center in honor
of those who were affected
by the 1941 attacks.
History professor James
Smither and the Veterans
History
Project
will
introduce an interview with
a local man who survived
the Pearl Harbor attack. A
film screening will follow
the interview viewing.
University

holds

winter

convocation

Winter
convocation
will take place at 7 p.m.
on Wednesday in DeVos
Place Ballrooms A and B.
Prior to the event, a faculty
reception will also be held
at 5 p.m. in the DeVos Place
presidential
boardroom,
which overlooks the Grand
River. Student sign-up and
line up for convocation is
scheduled to begin at 6 p.m.
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University's study abroad program ranks 8th in US
Pacinos Center also
sees increase in
number of students
studying abroad
By Samantha Butcher

GVL Staff Writer
Grand Valley State’s Study
Abroad program was ranked
eighth in the country among
colleges offering master’s
degrees by the Institute of
International Education in
New York.
Mark Schaub, executive
director of the Padnos
International Center, said he
and others in the department
see the ranking as an
affirmation of the program’s
success.

“We’ve been in the top 10
for the past several years, so
the ranking didn’t necessarily
come as a surprise, but it’s
always good to see that
we’re on the right track,”
Schaub said.
Participation in the Study
Abroad program continues
to increase, growing from
332 students in the 200102 academic school year to
603 students in the 2008-09
academic school year. So far
this year, 221 students have
either studied abroad or are
signed up to do so.
Schaub said the increases
in numbers are encouraging,
as one of the university’s
strategic goals is to have 800
students studying abroad
each year by 2012.
“I feel like studying

abroad
rounds
out
an
education and oftentimes is
the highlight of a student’s
college experience,” he said.
“1 like to think of a study
abroad experience as the
crown jewel of a liberal arts
education.”
Students who have had
study abroad experiences
through the Padnos Center
agreed with Schaub.
“Studying abroad was the
most amazing experience of
my life,” said senior Tommy
Zoppa, who spent a summer
in Nice, France. "Don’t get
me wrong, I was incredibly
nervous to go, but now that
I’m back, not a day goes by
where I don’t want to be back
in France using the language
I’ve studied for five years
now.”

GVL / Eric Coulter
A GVSU student leaves the Padnos International Center. The center was ranked eighth in the country.

Junior Jessica Dick also
praised
GVSU’s
study
abroad program.
“1 made it a habit of
dropping by (the Padnos.
International Center) at least
two or three times a week
whenever a new question or
issue came to mind,” Dick
said. “Their patience was
insurmountable.”
The university has no
plans for any major changes
to its study abroad program,
but the program is always
searching for new, costeffective options for students.
GVSU has an “open” study
abroad
program,
which
does not place restrictions
on which students can
study abroad, but a person’s
desire to study abroad can
be strongly influenced by
the financial aspect of the
program, Schaub said.
“We
understand
that
times are tough, but we don’t
want the economy to deter
interested students,” he said,
adding the center tries to find
programs comparable in cost
to a semester in Allendale.
Currently,
there
are
more than 4,000 different
study
abroad
programs
available to students through
the Padnos International
Center, including facultyled programs, independent
study
and
international
internships.
For more information
about the study abroad
program, contact the Padnos
International Center at (616)
331 -3898 or visit them online
at http://www.gvsu.edu/pic.
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To commemorate its 50th
anniversary, Grand Valley
State University encourages
its students to help them
celebrate abroad. Blue
bandanas featuring
familiar GVSU landmarks,
including the clock tower
and the GVSU Campus
Connector, are being
distributed to students
who will travel through
the Padnos International
Center and are encouraged
to take photos featuring
themselves and the
bandana as they travel the
world. These pictures can
be submitted at GVSU's
Photo Project Web site,
http://www.gvsu.edu/
bandana. The university
will feature images
submitted by students on
its 50th anniversary Web
site, which will launch in
January 2010.

sbutcher@lanthorn.com

Body wraps: does 'It Works!' work?
The Lanthorn tests as-seen-on TV Ultimate Body Applicator

Courtesy Photo / Google Images
GR was ranked as the third most bike-friendly city in Michigan.

Travel by bike sees
increase in popularity
of Pew Campus and Regional
Centers, said numerous requests
for more bike racks have been
Grand Rapids is one of 15 sent to multiple departments,
cities being recognized as a including Campus Safety.
bicycle-friendly
community,
“Because of the requests,
earning a bronze rating from the we’ve added bike racks at the
Ijeague of American Bicyclists downtown campus, at our Park
in October. Grand Rapids and Ride locations and on the
was also ranked as the third Allendale Campus,” Babson
most bicycle-friendly city in said.
Michigan. Ann Arbor achieved
Despite the high number of
a silver status and Traverse City students riding bikes on campus,
received a bronze status as well. Babson said none of the GVSU
Kevin McCumen, president campuses were designed for
of the Greater Grand Rapids bike traffic, focusing instead
Bicycle Coalition,
on sidewalks for
told the Grand
“Grand Rapids
pedestrians. The
Rapids
Press
high amount of
is a standout
there is still a lot
foot traffic does
community in
of work to do,
not leave nxtm
but he believes
Michigan ... ”
for bikes on the
the
designation
main routes of the
ANDY CLARKE
as “friendly to
campuses,
cutting
bicyclists” from LEAGUE OF AMERICAN
into
the
time
BICYCLISTS
PRESIDENT
the league will
bicycles
would
help bring out
otherwise save.
more bike riders.
Junior Steven Bellettini rides
“We hope to help the people his bike nearly every day on
of Grand Rapids appreciate the campus. In spite of having few
benefits that bicycle-friendliness bike paths to ride on. he said it
brings to the city, such as is not difficult to navigate busy
sustainability, a more livable sidewalks on his bicycle.
urban environment and better
“People tend to think of bikes
health." McCumen said.
as something of a wheelchair,
The mission of the league but that’s not the case,” Bellettini
of American Bicyclists is said. “I can go up stairs on a
promoting
bicycling
for bike; I just get off and carry it.
entertainment, fitness and as Bikes are significantly faster
alternative transportation, as than walking and, as long as you
described on the league’s Web avoid the Little Mac Bridge, it’s
site. league President Andy easy to get around campus.”
Clarke praised Grand Rapids for
GVSU is still making an
its efforts in the Grand Rapids effort to encourage more bike
Press.
traffic. Babson said they are
“Grand Rapids is a standout currently working on making
community in Michigan for GVSU more bike-friendly,
its initiative and progress to beginning with a promotional
become more bicycle friendly,” bike program in the spring,
Clarke said.
which will include bicycle safety
Grand Val ley State Un iversity courses as well as information
has seen a definite increase on bike paths in the area and
of bike use on campus. Erin how to be a better bike rider.
Babson, operations manager
mwaite® lanthorn com
By Molly Waite

GVL Staff Writer

In preparation for the
holiday shopping season,
the Lanthorn will test and
review several as-seen-on
TV products to see if they
are really too good to be true.
Look for weekly installments
of the “try it before you buy
it” series.
We have all seen or
heard of dieting products
promising to "melt away
fat” without even exercising.
Advertisements boast
results using pictures and
testimonials from “real
people” that seem too good to
be true. Most people scoff at
get-thin-quick products, but
there are some who wonder if
it truly gives miracle results.
Wonder no more. I put the
Ultimate Body Applicator
wrap to the test.
“It shnnks all the toxins
and the fat, then it flushes
out,” said Carol Purcey,
independent It Works!
distributor. Purcey measured
me before applying the wrap
on my stomach.
Despite remarking I was
already skinny, Purcey still
claimed the ingredients in the
wrap would “detoxify, tighten,
tone and firm” my midsection
within 45 minutes. While
waiting, I learned about It
Works! history.
The product originated
in Mexico 25 years ago as a
cream In 2000, Grand Rapids
executives bought the cream
and transformed it into a body
wrap.
Today, Purcey said the
wrap is used and backed
by celebrities such as Paula
Abdul and Mario Lopez.
As we chatted, I felt
a cooling sensation and
an uncomfortable feeling
lurching in my stomach.
“Your body is going
through detox right now,"
Purcey said.
1 drank 32 ounces of water
to “help release toxins”, and
45 minutes later, Purcey and I
checked on the wrap to see the
results.
“You must be bloated
because you drank so much
water," Purcey said as she
wrote down the half-inch gain
to my tummy. “But, you did

lose an inch on your hips.” I
did not see matching results,
but I took her word for it.
Grand Valley State
University health experts
dissected this diet fad and
explained why nothing works
better for weight loss than
eating healthy and exercising.
“I have a hard time
believing it works,” said
Heather Peddie, a movement
science visiting professor.
“A wrap is not going to
physiologically influence
energy expenditure, which
is the process that results in
weight loss.”
When I told her my
supposed results and how the
wrap did not define my abs as
promised, Peddie explained
even healthy bodies remain
imperfect.
“Even someone who has
low stress in their life and has
body fat in a healthy range
will still have cellulite and
that’s normal,” she said.
Basically, the only thing I
burned wearing the wrap was
time.
According to a newsletter
published by the National
Council Against Health Fraud,
the latest trend in dieting
is using body wraps. Their
advice on not using wraps can
be seen across the Internet and
in health magazines, but that
has not stopped celebrities or
average folk from bragging
about their miraculous results.

“Even Hollywood stars
have used it,” Purcey said.
The Ultimate Body Wrap
Applicator was given to"
Emmy and Oscar Award
nominees “just in time for
some last-minute slimming
results before the awards
show,” an It Works! brochure
stated.
What about a “real”
person,you ask?
“I have changed nothing
about my horrible diet since
beginning he Ultimate Body
Applicators,” said Doug from
Witcuta, Kan., in an It Works!
testimonial. “I am going to
concentrate on body sculpting
now using the It Works!
products.”
His testimony, however,
goes against what Purcey
said you must do to see
results (aside from using
more of the product), which
is “eat healthy and exercise
regularly.” Eat healthy and
exercise regularly? I think
Peddie mentioned something
about that.
If you would like to try a
body wrap, they are for sale
for $25 for one wrap or $89
for four applicators.
Contact Carol Purcey at
(616) 340-1461 for more
information. Otherwise,
Peddie advised to keep
burning calories the safe and
old-fashioned way by healthy
dieting and effective exercise.

nkharmai @ lanthorn com

SEE RESULTS
in as little as

45 MINUTES!
ULTIMATE BODY APPLICATOR™

Exclusive, herbally based
body slimming wrap
Detoxifies, tightens,
tones and firms where
applied to the skin
Minimizes the unsightly
appearance of cellulite
and skin slackening
Not water loss
See dramatic, lasting
results in just 45 minutes!

Courtesy Flyer
GVSU health experts maintain such miracle products don’t work.
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Movement under way in California to ban divorce
By Judy Lin

Associated Press Writer
SACRAMENTO,
Calif.
(AP) — Til death do us part?
The vow would really hold true
in California if a Sacramento
Web designer gets his way.
In a movement that seems
ripped from the pages of
Comedy Channel writers, John
Marcotte wants to put a measure
on the ballot next year to ban
divorce in California.
The effort is meant to be
a satirical statement after
California voters outlawed gay
marriage in 2008, largely on the
argument that a ban is needed to
protect the sanctity of traditional
marriage. If that’s the case, then
Marcotte reasons voters should
have no problem banning
divorce.
“S ince Cal ifomia has decided
to protect traditional marriage, I
think it would be hypocritical of
us not to sacrifice some of our
own rights to protect traditional
marriage even more,” the
38-year-old married father of
two said.
Marcotte said he has
collected dozens of signatures,
including one from his wife
of seven years. The initiative’s
Facebook fans have swelled to
more than 11XXX). Volunteers
that include gay activists and
members of a local comedy
troupe have signed on to help.
Marcotte
is
looking
into whether he can gather
signatures online, as proponents
are doing for another proposed
2010 initiative to repeal the gay
marriage ban. But the odds are
stacked against a campaign
funded primarily by the sale of
$ 12 T-shirts featuring bride and
groom stick figures chained at

the wrists.
begins and ends,” he said.
Marcotte needs 694334
Jeffrey Taylor, a spokesman
valid signatures by March 22, for Restore Equality 2010, a
a high hurdle in a state where coalition of same-sex marriage
the typical petition drive costs activists seeking to repeal
millions of dollars. Even if Proposition 8, said the coalition
his proposed constitutional supports Marcotte’s message
amendment made next year’s but has no plans to join forces
ballot, it’s not clear how voters with him.
would react.
“We find it quite hilarious,”
Nationwide, about half of all Taylor said of the initiative.
marriages end in divorce.
Marcotte, who runs the
Not surprisingly, Marcotte’s comedy site BadMouth.net
campaign to make divorce in in his spare time, said he has
California illegal has divided received support from across the
those involved in last year’s political spectrum. In addition
campaign for and against to encouragement from gay
Proposition 8.
marriage advocates, he has been
As much as everyone would interviewed by American Family
like to see fewer divorces, Association,a Mississippi-based
organization
making
it
‘Even if by some
illegal would be
that contributed
miracle this did
to last year’s Yes
“impractical,”
on 8 campaign.
said
Ron
pass, it would
He
was
Prentice, the
never stand up
mentioned
executive
to the federal
by
Keith
director
of
Olbermann
the California
government.”
on MSNBC’s
Family
RYAN PLATT
“Countdown”
Council who
PETITION SIGNER
during
his
led a coalition
“World’s Best
of
religious
and conservative groups to Persons” segment for giving
supporters of Proposition 8 their
qualify Proposition 8.
No other state bans divorce, “comeuppance in California.”
and only a few countries,
Marcotte. who is Catholic
including the Philippines and and voted against Proposition 8,
Malta, do. The Roman Catholic views himself as an accidental
Church also prohibits divorce activist. A registered Democrat,
but allows annulments. The he led a “ban divorce” rally
California proposal
would recently at the state Capitol in
amend the state constitution to Sacramento to launch his effort
eliminate the ability of married and was pleasantly surprised at
couples to get divorced while the turnout. About 50 people
allowing married couples to showed up, some holding signs
seek an annulment.
that read, “You too can vote
Prentice said proponents of to take away civil rights from
traditional marriage only seek someone.”
to strengthen the one man-one
Marcotte stopped dozens of
woman union.
people during another signature
“That’s where our intention drive in downtown Sacramento.

Jason Keyser

• Associated Press Writers
TEHR AN .lran(AP) - Iran’s
announcement of plans to build
10 more uranium enrichment
facilities is largely bluster after
a strong rebuke from the U.N.’s
nuclear agency, analysts said
Monday.
Nonetheless, the
defiance is fueling calls among
Western allies for new punitive
sanctions to freeze Iran’s nuclear
program.
U.S. and European officials
were swift to condemn the
plans, warning that Iran risked
sinking ever deeper into
isolation. Iran responded that it
felt forced to move forward with
the plans after the International
Atomic Energy Agency passed
a resolution Friday demanding
that it halt all enrichment
activities.
Iran’s bold announcement
Sunday appears to be largely
impossible to achieve as long as
sanctions continue to throw up
roadblocks and force Iran to turn
to black markets and smuggling
for nuclear equipment, said

nuclear expert David Albright.
“They can’t build those
plants. There’s no way,” he
said. “They have sanctions to
overcome, they have technical
problems. They have to
buy things overseas ... and
increasingly it’s all illegal.”
A more worrisome escalation
in the standoff would be if Iran
reduced its cooperation with
the IAEA, as sopie Iranian
officials have threatened to
do if the West continues its
pressure. The U.N. inspectors
and monitoring are the world’s
only eyes on Tehran’s program.
The head of Iran’s nuclear
agency on Monday ruled out
an even more drastic move,
saying Tehran does not intend
to withdraw from the Nuclear
Non-Proliferation Treaty.
Enrichment is at the center
of the standoff between Iran
and the West because it can be
used both to produce material
needed for atomic weapons as
well as fuel for nuclear power
plants. Iran insists it only wants
the latter.
New enrichment plants, on
the scale of the one Iran already

operates in the town of Natanz,
would be extremely expensive,
take years to build and would
be difficult to stock with
centrifuges and other necessary
equipment while sanctions are
in place, Albright said.
Further
dimming
the
credibility of the plan, 10 new
facilities on the scale of Natanz
would put Iran in league with
the production levels of any of
Europe’s major commercial
enrichment
suppliers, said
Albright, president of the
Washington-based
Institute
for Science and International
Security.
“And also they don’t have
enough uranium. They would
need a massive amount of
uranium,” he said.
A diplomat from one
of the six world powers
attempting to engage Iran on
its nuclear program described
the
Iranian
announcement
as a “political move” with
little immediate significance
beyond demonstrating Tehran's
defiance.
The diplomat, who follows
the nuclear dossier the IAEA
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Morris Dees
December 9,2009

Civil Rights Activist, Attorney
"With Justice for All"
Civil rights and diversity speaker Morris Dees is the
co-founder of the Southern Poverty Law Center, a
non-profit group specializing in lawsuits invoking
civil rights violations, domestic terrorism, and
hate-motivated crimes. He focuses his attention on
anti-giA-ernment militias. In his brilliant expire
Gathering Storm: America’s Militia Threat, Dees
explains the dangers these groups represent.

For more information, please call (616) 214-IW.
• Free and open to the public
• On-campus parking $V00 (free with discount pass)
• Lectures begin at 7 p m. at Fountain Street Church, 24 Fountain NE
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You said, “Til death do us part."

You’re not dead yet.
Courtesy Photo / Google Images
A California man's satirical statement looks to make divorce illegal.

Among them was Ryan Platt,
32, who said he signed the
petition in support of his lesbian
sister, even though he thinks it
would be overturned if voters
approved it.
“Even if by some miracle this
did pass, it would never stand
up to the federal government,”
Platt said. “And if it did, there’s
something really wrong with
America.”
Other petition signers said
they were motivated by a sincere
interest to preserve marriages.
One was Ervin Hulton, a
47-year-old dishwasher who
said he believes in milking it
harder for couples to separate.
“The way I feel, why go
out and spend all these tons
of money for marriage, the
photography and all that? And
along down the line, it’s going
to shatter.” said Hulton, who is
single.
The U.S. divorce rate is
47.9 percent, accoaling to data
provided by the National Center
for Health Statistics reports.

That figure, however, does not
include California, Georgia,
Hawaii, Indiana, Louisiana
and Minnesota because those
six states no longer report their
divorce rates to the center.
California stopped because
of budget problems, said Ralph
Montano, a spokesman for the
California Department of Public
Health.
While most people would
not support banning divorce, it
does make sense for couples to
be educated about the financial
and emotional commitments of
marriage, said Dan Couvrette,
chief executive and publisher
of Toronto-based
Divorce
Magazine. The publication
has a circulation of 140XXX),
including a regional edition in
Southern California.
“It’s
a
worthwhile
conversation to have,” said
Couvrette, who started the
magazine in 1996 after going
through his own divorce. “I
don’t think it’s just a frivolous
thought.”

Iran nuke plan largely bluster, experts say
By Ali Akbar Dareini and

lanthorn@gvsu.edu ;
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Man gets up to 45 years
in drunken driving death

GRAND
HAVEN,
Mich. (AP) - A west
Michigan woman gave a
family Bible to the man
sentenced to 20 to 45 years i
in prison for driving drunk
when he struck and killed
her 19-year-old son.
Lynne
Jacobs
of
Zeeland said during Kevin
Babcock’s
sentencing
hearing Monday that her
son, Curtis, would want
Babcock to be in heaven IJ
with him.
The
44-year-old
Babcock
pleaded
no
contest
to
charges
including second-degree
murder and driving while
intoxicated causing death
following the June crash
near Holland. He admitted
to police that he’d had *i
nearly 20 drinks before
hitting Jacobs and friend
Christian Van Wyngarden,
who were training for a
s
bicycle mission trip.
Van Wyngarden was
seriously injured.
Babcock, who had four
earlier
drunken-driving
convictions, apologized
to both victims’ families
and said he did not expect O
them to forgive him.

q

MSP: At least 9 killed in
holiday weekend crashes

'

EAST
LANSING,
Mich. (AP) — Michigan
State Police say at least
nine people died in eight
separate traffic accidents
during the Thanksgiving
holiday weekend.
That’s down from the
13 people killed in 13
separate crashes during the
2008 holiday weekend.
State police say that
of the six victims with
restraints available, one
was not using any kind
of restraint and usage by
two others was unknown.
Alcohol was a known
factor in one of the fatal
accidents.
The holiday weekend
began at 6 p.m. Wednesday
and ended at midnight
Sunday.
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State says flu has killed
Courtesy Photo / Google Images
A worker checks equipment in a uranium enrichment facility.

has gathered on Iran, noted
that Tehran appears to have
significant problems with its
present enrichment program,
to the point that it cannot even
keep the centrifuges it has set
up at Natanz running without
breakdowns.
The diplomat demanded
anonymity because he was not
authorized to comment on the
issue.
Still, the announcement is
of major concern because it
could signal an intention to put
up numerous decoy sites to
deceive the outside world, while
building perhaps a few secret
military enrichment sites on a
small scale that could be put to
use in weapons production if
Tehran decides to do go down
that path, Albright said.
Such
concerns
were
heightened with the recent
discovery that Iran had a second,
previously unknown enrichment
facility burrowed partway into a
mountain near the holy city of
Qom.
“I tend to think that this Qom
site was probably meant to be a
clandestine facility for breakout
that they wanted built for nuclear
weapons.” said Albright. “And
now that it’s been exposed they
may want to replace it.”
Iran’s
announcement
triggered calls for new penalties
that Albright said could evolve
into a “mini-cold war strategy"
to further isolate and contain
Iran while holding out a hand
for negotiations.
The
United
States’
ambassador to the U.N., Susan
Rice, said Iran’s plans would be
“completely inappropriate” and
would further isolate it from the
world.
In Paris, French Foreign
Minister Bernard Kouchner
called Iran’s decision “a bit
childish.”
“Iran is playing an extremely
dangerous game," Kcxichner
said on France’s RTF radio
Monday. “There’s no coherence

in all this, other than a gut
reaction.”
The
French
defense
minister, Herve Morin, said the
international community should
“probably commit toward new
economic sanctions against
Iran.”
Iran and the top powers at
the U.N. arc deadlocked over a
U.N .-drafted proposal for Iran
to send much of its enriched
uranium abroad, which the West
seeks because it would at least
temporary leave Tehran unable
to develop a nuclear bomb. So
far Iran has balked at the offer.
The unusually strong IAEA
censure of Iran over enrichment
was a sign of the West’s growing
impatience with its defiance.
Iranian Vice President Ali
Akbar Salehi, who heads the
nuclear program, told state radio
that the decision to build the new
uranium enrichment facilities
was necessary to respond to the
resolution.
“We had no intention of
building many facilities like the
Natanz site, but apparently the
West doesn't want to understand
Iran’s peaceful message,” Salehi
said.
Salehi said Iran would not
go so far as to withdraw from
the Nuclear Nonproliferation
Treaty, under which Iran is
subject to oversight by the U.N.
nuclear agency.
“If we wanted to obtain
nuclear weapons, we would
have pulled out of NPT ... Iran
doesn’t want to withdraw from
the treaty,” the official IRNA
news agency quoted him as
saying Monday.
Iran’s parliament speaker Ali
l^arijani insisted “a diplomatic
opportunity” was still possible
“under which Iran will continue
its (nuclear) work under
international surveillance.”
But a day earlier. I>arijani
warned that Iran could reduce
its cooperation with the IAEA if
the West continues its pressure
and doesn’t compromise.

59 since April

LANSING,
Mich.
(AP) — Michigan health
officials say influenza has
killed 59 people in the
state since April 1 and 49
since Sept. 1, when swine
flu began gaining steam.
Michigan
The
Community
Health
Department said Monday
that 25,074 flu cases were
reported in the state from
Nov. 15-21.
Since Sept. 1, officials
say 1,660 people have
been
hospitalized
in
Michigan for the flu.
State
medical
epidemiologist Dr. Eden
Wells says the department
has received fewer reports
of influenza during the
past two weeks but it’s too
early to say the state has
“peaked.”
The department says
Michigan
authorities
have allocated at least
2.2 million doses of the
vaccine for the MINI
virus, which causes swine
flu.
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Dems expand call for
auto insurance changes

LANSING.Mich.(AP)
— Michigan Democrats
are promoting proposals
they say would make auto
insurance more affordable
and strengthen consumer
protections in the state.
The
Democratic
proposals would require
that companies get prior
approval from the state
insurance commissioner
before raising rates. A
driver’s education level
or credit history could
not be used as factors in
determining rates.
The legislation likely
would be opposed in the
Republican-led Senate if
it passes the Democratcontrolled House.
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Party rights
Housing staff members have a
responsibility to prohibit illegal
activities on campus, but to forbid
private social gatherings is an
infringement on students’ rights.

GVl / Dan Sills and Shaun Morton

It was brought to the attention of the Grand Valley
Lanthorn that resident assistants and other members of
the university’s housing staff have attempted to prohibit
select social gatherings among students because of their
“inappropriate” nature.
While the word inappropriate could be defined in a great
many ways, in this case, the term seems to suggest those
parties with an overtly sexual theme.
Earlier generations pioneered the Tupperware party, but
Millennials are more familiar with the ever-popular purse
party and equally titillating Pure Romance party.
The sale of sex toys and designer bags can hardly be an
activity encouraged by Grand Valley State University, but
any attempt to deter it raises the question of student rights.
Privacy laws are open to much interpretation, but the
general consensus is as long as that which goes on behind
closed doors is legal, authorities must suppress any moral
objections.
Though the residents of on-campus halls are largely
underclassmen, university administrators and housing
staffs must remember these same students can also vote,
be drafted and buy cigarettes along with their X-rated
videos and magazines.
These students are not producing, consuming or selling
illegal substances, but rather gathering with friends to
laugh over and discuss the most popular topic to ever enter
human discourse — sex.
For the select few who still regard the topic of sex as
taboo, one is hard pressed to argue that knowing a Pure
Romance party is occurring nearby is any worse than
watching any non-animated film or television sitcom.
The Housing and Residence Life Handbook for the
2009-10 academic year does not prohibit students from
hosting such parties in residence halls and any attempt
to do so should be met with opposition from the student
body.
In the privacy of an apartment or dorm, students have
the right to gather and sell anything from handmade crafts
to edible underwear.
Housing staff can monitor the number and volume level
of guests, but cannot dictate the nature of a private party.
Any legal activity which occurs in an on-campus hall is
subject to consensus by roommates and roommates alone.
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officers start using Tasers?
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The ultimate goal of the Grand Valley
I an thorn opinion page is to stimulate
discussion and action on topics of interest
to the Grand Valley Community.
Student opinions do not reflect those of
the Grand Valley Ijjnthom.
The Grand Valley I .anthom welcomes
reader viewpoints and offers three vehicles
of expression for reader opinions: letters
to the editor, guest columns and phone
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Letters must include the author 's name
ami be accompanied by current picture
identification if dropped off in person.
I etters will be checked by an employee of
the Grand Valley Lanthorn.
letters appear as space permits each
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"I think so. It gives^
people a chance to
stand out or have
fun and do what
they like to do,
dress up and be
crazy at times."

"Sure, I guess it just
depends on where.
Probably not in a
public venue but in
private, like dorm
rooms, would be
OK."

"I think it's
appropriate because
you still have the
freedom to make
your own decisions
and it's just fun. It's
your own choice if
you want to attend
it or not."

"I wouldn't have
an issue with it
as long as they're
not bothering the
people around
them. As long as
their roommates
and whoever's there
isn't offended by it."

"It's kind of difficult
if you do it in the
dorms because it's
not like there's a
secluded common
area, and it's hard
to fit people in one
small dorm room.
Maybe on-campus
apartments would
be better. In
community-style
living, it's not very
courteous."

Marty Schultz
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Jamie deGraaf

Beth Brumels

Ted Titus
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Grand Rapids, Mich.

Senior
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Jemson, Mich!
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Forced abortion or just regret?

An 18 year old from
my hometown of Flint,
Mich., has accused a local
abortion doctor and his
assistant of forcing her to
terminate her pregnancy
after she pleaded with
them to stop. The girl
claims she changed her
mind about the prtx.edure
before it had begun but
the doctor instructed the
assistant to restrain her
and cover her mouth
before proceeding with
the abortion.
In the lawsuit tiled
earlier this June, the
teen alleges the doctor
mistreated her because
she was young and black.
The doctor has fired
back a response claiming
innocence against the
teen’s accusations of
forcibly terminating her
pregnancy insisting the
pnx:edure was already
underway, the pregnancy
upset by her water being
broken and the patient

already bleeding. To have
stopped the procedure
would have not saved
the pregnancy and would
have jeopardized the
teen’s health and possibly
her life.
The patient by law is
able to change her mind
up until the medical
instrument has been
placed inside. After that
the procedure must be
completed because the
damages caused can lead
to death or serious health
issues.
After reading both
sides and looking up
abortion methods, policies
and procedures, it is clear
to me tlje doctor was
acting in the best interest
of both patient and
himself — if it is in fact
true the teen wanted to
procedure to be stopped
after it had already begun.
My distrust in the
legitimacy of the girl’s
claims stems from her
pulling the race card.
That statement makes
me not believe her. The
population in Hint is
majority black and being
poor and from Flint is
not a revelation. It is not

as though he is seeing
anything he hasn’t seen
before. Why would this
doctor singje out her
particularly to terrorize?
Honestly what did
she think was going to
happen at the abortion
clinic? You go there with
one purpose. It’s not a
barbershop — there are
no walk-ins.
All of these steps —
payment, counseling
provided by the clinic,
consulting with the
doctor on procedure and
anesthesia options, setting
up the appointment for
the abortions as well as
a follow-up appointment
— happen before the
procedure takes place.
There is plenty of time
to deeply think about
whether abortion is the
right choice. Not mention
there are other options
besides abortion, for
instance even the ancient
concept of raising the
children you conceive.
All too often women
rush into abortion because
they feel it’s a quick fix
to their big problem.
The reality is having an
abortion — whether I

believe in it or not —
is a decision you will
forever have to live with.
I empathize with this girl
that she did not have the
common sense to research
abortion procedures
thoroughly enough.
Just because she is
overcome with regret
now doesn't mean she
can try and put the blame
and guilt of her abortion
onto the doctor she hired
to complete the procedure
she wanted in the first
place.
If the doctor didn’t
follow protocol it will
come out in the trial,
but the bottom line is
everyone has to deal with
the consequences of their
actions — even teenagers.
You think you’re
grown up enough for sex,
then you're grown up
enough to deal with the
complexities that come
with it.

navery@ lanthorn .com
See more: Visit
Lanthorn.com
for Zee Fossett’s
column, "Where
have all the Dr.
Quinn's gone?"

Active Minds addresses student depression on campus

No: 33.33%

This week s question:

Is it appropriate for students to have
Pure Romance parties on campus?

LETTER TO THE EDITOR------------------------------------------------------------------

Should at-risk students he allowed to
continue living on campus?

Yes: 66.67%

YOUR INSIGHTS

issue. The limit for letter length is one
page, single spaced.
The editor reserves the nght to edit and
condense letters and columns for length
restrictions ami clarity.
All letters must be typed.
The Grand Valley Lanthorn will not be
held responsible for emirs that appear in
print as a result of transcribing handwritten
letters ore-mail typographic errors.
The name of the author may be withheld
for compelling reasons.
The
content.
information
and
views expressed are not approved by
nor necessarily represent those of the
university, its Board of Trustees, officers,
faculty and staff.
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I am writing in response to the
Nov. 23 coverage of depression
and suicide on campus. I am glad
this topic is being taken seriously
enough to warrant a spot on the
front page of our newspaper, as
mental health issues are often not
given a fair and accurate portrayal
in our society’s media. However, I
think certain voices were left out of
the articles presented.
While the article on increased
suicide and depression on campus
mentions what DPS and the
counseling center do to handle these
issues, it says nothing about any of
the student-led organizations that
address mental health concerns.
I am president of one such
organization. Active Minds on
Campus, which is geared toward
spreading mental health awareness
and stopping the stigma around
mental illness.
I wasn’t asked by the writers
for any information on how my
organization helps with issues of
mental health on campus, but if I
had been. I would have told them
that we have a gnxrp of 23 active

members who meet weekly to
plan events to spread awareness
of mental health issues and to let
students know that there is help,
and that it’s OK to ask for it. We
connect students to the services the
university and community offers for
depression, suicide, anxiety and a
host of other mental illnesses.
We hold events each semester
designed to help students relieve
stress, such as our Breaking
Through the Winter Blues in
February , when you can take a break
from classes to play games and do
crafts while learning about Seasonal
Affective Disorder. We also hosted
Scneamfest for the first time last
April, letting students scream out all
their finals stress and then eat free
icecream sundaes.
We work really hard to humanize
these mental health issues so often
misrepresented in the media. Just
from looking at how the individuals
responded in the “your insights’’
section of Monday’s paper on
depression, you can see the common
misconceptions about mental health
that need to be addressed.

Depression is not something you
can just shake off. It isn’t enough
to just tell your roommate to calm
down or cheer up. Depression
is biological, psychological and
behavioral and is largely out of
control of the person suffering from
it. This is just one of many of the
stigmas attached to mental illness
that often prevent students from
getting the help they need.
Yes, depression and suicide are
a problem on campus. According to
the national Active Minds Web site.
I -in-4 people have a mental health
issue and 75 percent of people know
someone who does. Do the math —
that’s 100 percent of people who are
affected by mental illness.
These problems do need to be
addressed, but I think its better that
our student body knows about all
the ways they can get involved
to stop the misconceptions and
myths that surround mental health
issues. That’s what Active Minds
on Campus is here to do — stop the
stigma.
Mary Pritchard
Active Minds President
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'Spotlight on Cuba' highlights

Susie Skowronek, Laker Life Editor
lakerlife@lanthorn.com

CUBA EVENTS
Film - "Viva Cuba"
Noon on Friday in Area 51 of the Kirkhof Center

island's art, history, culture

In a tale akin to "Romeo and Juliet," the friendship
between two children is threatened by their parents'
differences. Malu comes from an upper-class family, and
her single mother does not want her to play with Jorgito.

GVSU students to recall Cuban Revolution in golden anniversary celebration

Malu's mother considers his background coarse and
commonplace.

By Allison Bleeker

GVL Staff Writer
This year marks the 50th
anniversary of the Cuban
revolution, one of the most
important events in Latin
American and world history
in the 20th century.

To raise awareness about
the island nation. Grand
Valley State University hosts
“Spotlight on Cuba,” a 12day celebration of Cuban art,
history and culture.
“Toooften what we hearand
read about Cuba in the media

is negative and many times
distorted or embellished,”
said history professor David
Stark. “Through events such
as ‘Spotlight on Cuba’ we
hope to present an alternative
image of Cuba by focusing
on diverse aspects of Cuban

culture.”
Stark added GVSU hosts
the event primarily to expose
students to diverse cultures
and people around the world.
The celebration takes place
through Dec. 12.

ableeker@ lanthorn .com

As a poor socialist proud of her family's social standing,
Jorgito's mother puts similar restrictions on her son.
However, neither woman recognizes the strength of the
bond between Malu and Jorgito. When the children learn
Malu's mother plans to leave Cuba, they decide to travel to
the opposite side of the island to persuade Malu's father
against signing the forms that would allow her departure

Film - "Waiting List"
- 5 p.m. on Friday in Area 51 of the Kirkhof Center
A group of desperate people waits at a rundown Cuban
transit station for the next bus to arrive. But the bus never
arrives. While other full busses pass the station, or stop
at the end of the line, it soon becomes obvious the bus
everyone awaits has left them stranded. While would-be
passenger Emilio uses his downtime to win the affections
of the beautiful Jacqueline, others decide to make the
station a better place to wait. They form a plan to turn the
decrepit bus terminal into a showplace people would look
forward to visiting.

Film - "Memories of Underdevelopment"
- 4 p.m. on Saturday in Area 51 of the Kirkhof Center
When his wife and many of his friends immigrate to the
U.S., the wealthy, introspective author Sergio decides to
remain in Cuba. This choice gives him a unique perspective
on his native country - the revolution, the condition of his
fellow countrymen and the relationship between Cuba and
the U.S.

Lecture - Music and Revolution: Cultural
Change in Socialist Cuba
- Noon to 1 p.m. Monday in the Cook-DeWitt Center
Auditorium
Robin Moore, a professor of ethnomusicology from
Courtesy Photo / Google Images

"Spotlight on Cuba," a 12-day celebration of Cuban history and culture is now underway at GVSU. Events will continue through Dec. 12.

Prisoner of Conscience Mideksa
A leader of an opposition
party, the Coalition for Unity
and Democracy, Birtukan
Mideksa serves a life
sentence in Kaliti Prison,
Addis Ababa. Amnesty
International
considers
Mideksa a prisoner of
conscience because her
imprisonment stems, from
her practice of freedoms of
expression and association.
She had a previous case
of arrest in November 2005
when her party spoke against
parliamentary
elections.
This demonstration turned
violent
when
security
officials killed 187 people
and injured 765 others.

Officials
charged
her
with treason and other
crimes, which resulted in
her conviction and life
sentence.
Local elders worked
with Ethiopian authorities
to pardon Mideksa, and she
was released in June 2007.
CJontroyersy rose again in
November 2008 in Sweden
when Mideksa spoke her
pardon and release from
prison. Ethiopian officials
asked
her
to
retract
statements from this speech.
When Birtukan refused,
the government arrested
her in December 2008 and
reinstated her life sentence.

Prisoner Kyi

Prisoner Odaini

Aung San Suu Kyi, a
Nobel Peace Prize laureate
and cofounder of the National
Ixague for Democracy, is one
such prisoner of conscience.
The National League for
Democracy sought to counter
the military council that had
governed Myanmar since
1962. After a controversial
1990 general election, the
league won 80 percent of
parliamentary seats.
However the military
council refused to give power.
Instead, the military council
imprisoned National League
for Democracy, including
Kyi. She spent 14 of the past
20 years in confinement.

The
U.S.
detained
Mohammed
Mohammed
Hassan Odaini and other
Yemeni nationals at U.S.
naval base Guantanamo Bay,
Cuba, in March 2002.
Authorities cleared Odaini
for release in June 2005, but
the prison still holds him in its
walls.
Amnesty
International
questions why Odaini remains
in prison because the prisoner
of conscience has no charges
filed-against him and has not
received a fair trial.
See more: Visit
Lanthorn.com for

prisoner story.

the University of Texas, will lecture on music and cultural
change in socialist Cuba.

Workshop - Introduction to Afro-Cuban
music
- 4 p.m. to 5 p.m. Monday in the Loosemore Auditorium
Professor Robin Moore returns for a workshop on AfroCuban music.

Baile la Habana
- 7 p.m. Dec. 12 in the Grand River Room of Kirkhof Center
A dinner and dance will highlight Cuban food and music.
The free dinner will be served at 7 p.m., and dancing will
begin at 9 p.m. A live band will play Cuban music, and
students can learn Cuban dances.

Organization advocates for
students with disabilities
By Maya Soter

GVL Staff Writer

•ALL AIDS, Campus Health
Center to offer HIV testing
Student organization also plans events to educate members of
GVSU community about AIDS during HIV Awareness Week

By Susie
Skowronek

GVL Laker Life Editor
Groups across the planet
celebrated World AIDS Day
Tuesday following a recent
study conducted by the Michigan
Department of Community Health. The
study showed increases in HIV among
youth, and that new diagnoses doubled
from .0032 to .0073 percent in 13 to 19
year olds.
‘The rise in HIV infection among
adolescents and young adults makes
two things very clear.” said Elizabeth
Secord, a doctor at the Children’s
Hospital of Michigan, in a public
statement. “First, we need to do a
better job educating and influencing
adolescents about HIV prevention,
that is, about safe and responsible sex.
Second, we need to bring testing to the
young people who are at risk so that
they can get treatment if needed."
To educate the campus community
about HIV, the Grand Valley State
University student organization FACE
AIDS brought HIV positive guest Mr.
Dawsey to speak with students on
Monday. Students discussed the future
of HIV on Wednesday, examining anti
retrovirals, vaccines and medications
for the disease.
Toaccomplish the second component

of Secord’s two-pronged plan, FACE
The virus spreads most commonly
AIDS will work in conjunction with the through vaginal, anal or oral sex and
Campus Health Center to provide free sharing needles and rarely through
HIV testing from I p.m. to 5 p.m. today blood entering cuts or the eyes. Mothers
in Room 302C of the DeVos Center.
have the potential to infect their babies
A diagnosis of the disease requires with HIV during pregnancy and breast
blood, oral or urine samples, though feeding.
they do not recognize the virus until
An
immunodeficiency
virus,
it has lingered in the body for at least
HIV makes the body susceptible to
three months and sometimes up to contraction of cancers the body could
one year.
otherwise resist, such as pneumonia
Similar to other ailments of and meningitis.
the immune system, blood tests
According to the Laker Help Link,
should accompany a clinical symptoms of HIV infection include
diagnosis.
extreme fatigue, rapid weight loss,
Michigan law says some swollen lymph glands, diarrhea that
individuals
lasts more than one week and splotches
must participate
in
on the skin.
HIV
testing:
In its later stages, the infection is
potential
organ, given the name Acquired Immunosemen,
tissue
or
blood
Deficiency Syndrome.
donors, military recruits, immigrants
FACE AIDS will conclude the week
and,in some instances, convicted
of HIV awareness events with a free
criminals.
concert. Splash Bash.
According
to
the
At 9 p.m. Friday in
“... we need
Michigan
Department
the Grand River Room
of Community Health,
to do a better
of Kirkhof Center,
certain groups should
the student group will
job education
make the HIV test a
offer entertainment for
and influencing
priority:
those
with
donations to Partners
sexually
transmitted
in Health, a health
adolescents about
diseases, people who
care organization that
HIV prevention.”
have a history of drug
provides free medical
abuse and possible needle
attention, such as help
ELIZABETH SECORD
•sharing, those who have
for those with HIV/
DOCTOR
had unprotected sex. sex
AIDS, to 10 countries.
with multiple partners or
Donations
will
sex with prostitutes and
fund campaigns in
especially pregnant women or those the United States to promote AIDS
considering pregnancy.
awareness and offer matching funds
For a complete list of at-risk groups, to FACE AIDS chapters fundraising in
visit the MDC’H Web site at http:// Rwanda.
laker life® lanthorn .corn
www.michigan.gov/mdch/.

When a student or staff
member has a physical
disability, people notice.
However, many students are
not educated on the different
types of disabilities and issues
present on Grand Valley State
University’s campuses.
A new student organization,
Grand Valley
Disabilities
Advocates, plans to raise
awareness about the different
types of disabilities affecting
staff and students at GVSU.
The organization will provide
a comforting and relaxing
environment for students to
share their experiences and
stories.
Disability Advocates will
host fi Welcoming Pizza Party
at 9 p.m. today in Room 2263
of the Kirkhof Center.
Participants will discuss
how the new organization will
serve the student body and
promote advocacy for disabled
people.
“There is a need for an
organization on campus to
advocate for the rights of
people with disabilities,” said
president Tiffany Korican,
adding that about half of the
organization’s members live
with a disability.
To give students a personal
and educational experience
concerning
disabilities,
Korican said the organization
will host events and set up
informational tables in Kirkhof
Center on different types of
disabilities.
“I think there are a lot of
staff and students out there
who don’t recognize all the
non-handicap
accessible
places on campus,” said Megan
Marthens, the organizations
vice president.
Working in conjunction
with
campus’s
Disability
Support Services, the new
student organization aims to
assign one volunteer student to

Courtesy Photo / Google Images
Disability Advocates is new to GV.

shovel snow for each disabled
person using a wheelchair.
“With winter approaching,
disabled
persons
with
wheelchairs must navigate
through the snow on campus,
which becomes exceedingly
difficult for the disabled
student and the facility to plow
very early in the morning,”
Korican said.
Disability Advocates wants
to make the GVSU community
aware of not only physical
disabilities, but also cognitive,
behavioral and emotional
disabilities.
“This is a great experience,”
Marthens said, who has had
Juvenile Rheumatoid Arthritis
since age nine. “I’ve worked
with many people with severe
autism, quadriplegia
and
cerebral palsy.”
To join Grand Valley
Disability
Advocates,
members do not need previous
experience with disabilities,
only interest and support
to promote the goals of the
organization.
“As a new organization, it
is vital that we find a strong
group of members to help us
show Grand Valley that we
are here, and we are ready to
make a difference,” Marthens
said.
The organization will meet
at 9 p.m. Wednesdays in a
location yet to be determined.

minter® lanthorn jcom

sports

Matt Kuzawa, Sports Editor
sports@lanthorn.com

GVL DIGEST
Sports in Brief

Tickets available for
Dll semifinal
Fans wishing
tickets to
the

to purchase
GVSU-Carson-

Newman NCAA Division II Football
National Semifinal, set for 3:30
p m. Saturday, can do so by calling
616-331-3200 or by going online
on gvsulakers.com and clicking on
the tickets link at the top of the
page. In addition, GVSU students
can pick up tickets at the 20/20
booth in the Kirkhof Center or at
the GVSU Athletic Ticket Office
located in the GVSU Fieldhouse.

Laker basketball time
changes
Due to the ESPN broadcast
of the GVSU football game, the
women's basketball game has
been changed to an 11 a.m. tipoff
and the men's team will now play
at 1 p.m. Anyone with a ticket to
the Laker football team's national
semifinal game against CarsonNewman at Lubbers Stadium, can
use the ticket to get into both of
the basketball games in the GVSU
Field House free of charge.

Stanski named ESPN
All-American
Senior
defender
Stanski of the GVSU

Natalja
women's

soccer team has been named the
winner of the College Division
ESPN The Magazine Academic AllAmerican of the Year, as selected
by the College Sports Information
Directors of America. Stanski was
also selected to the College Division
Academic All-American First Team
and has been named a Daktronics
First Team All-American, First Team
All-Midwest Region and a First
Team All-GLIAC defender. She was
also GLIAC Defensive Player of the
Year in 2008

GET YOUR

LAKER
NEWS

ONLINE
www.lanthorn.com
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Bama on the line as Lakers host
Carson-Newman in semifinal tilt
Most winningest coach in Division II football to lead Eagles in fast, complex game against Lakers
By Matt Kuzawa

GVL Sports Editor

NCAA Division II
National Semifinal

Not
since
their
national
championship run in 2006 has
Who: No. 3 GVSU vs.
the Grand Valley State University
No.
10 Carson-Newman
football team booked a December
trip to Florence, Ala.
After facing spurts of adversity
all season, the No. 3 Lakers (12-1)
are one win away from a NCAA
Division II national semifinal game
against No. 10 Carson-Newman
College
(ll-2),
looming
on
Saturday.
Depending on the result Saturday
afternoon, the Lakers will either be
surrounded by falling goalposts at
Lubbers Stadium or will again be
left short of their ultimate goal.
“Obviously we’re excited to
be where we’re at right now, but
we don’t want to just end in the
semifinals,” said junior safety Matt When: Saturday 3:30 p.m.
Bakker, hinting at the Lakers’ quest at Lubbers Stadium
for a national championship.
TV, Radio: ESPN, 106.9 FM WMUS
Located 38 miles east of
Knoxville, Tenn., Carson-Newman Series: Catson Newman 42, GVSU 9 (1984)
is no stranger to big games. The About Carson-Newman College:
Eagles finished runner-up in the Located: Jefferson City, Tenn.
Division II national championship Head Coach: Ken Sparks, 30th year
three out of four years from 1996- Offense: Triple-option (split-veer)
1999, though they have not returned Quarterback:
to the title game since.
Alex Good - 1,758 yards, 19 TD, 6 I NT
“We were trying to become like Leading Rusher:
them when l first got here, and it’s Buck Wakefield -1,369 yards, 18 TD
pretty neat that Carson-Newman
Leading Receiver:
and Grand Valley are finally
Reggie Hubbard - 808 yards, 9 TD
hooking up because it’s two of the
better programs in Division II,” said accustomed to being athletically
GVSU head coach Chuck Martin.
superior to their opponents this
Leading the Eagles is Ken Sparks, season, a visit by Carson-Newman
who in 30 years as head coach has will end that trend.
compiled a 287-69-2 record and is
“They can see it on tape that their
the all-time winningest coach in kids are quicker, but it’s tough to
Division II football. He also ranks convince a kid that’s been superior
fourth in total wins
athletically for 13
among activecoaches
straight weeks that
“We were trying
in all divisions of the
you may not be
to become like
NCAA.
superior athletically
“Like all of the
on
Saturday,” Martin
(Carson-Newman)
schools that we play
said.
when I first got
(from the) south,
The Lakers will
they are loaded with
here... ”
be unable to match
athletes,”
Martin
the speed of the
CHUCK MARTIN
said, comparing it to
Eagles at practice
GVSU HEAD COACH
when Big Ten teams
this week, especially
face SEC schools in
with nagging injuries
Division I football. “It only takes to many key players on both sides of
one or two snaps on both sides of the ball.
the ball to realize that we will be
“In practice we’ve been toning it
playing far superior athletes than down so nobody gets hurt,” Bakker
we’ve seen all year.”
said. “So I think the first few plays
While the Lakers have grown there’s going to be a little bit of

VS.

GVL Archive
No. 11 Blake Smolen celebrates his touchdown in a past game against Findlay.

an adjustment to get used to their
speed.”
To add to the uncertainty of
Carson-Newman is the complexity
of the triple-option offense they
run, which utilizes a two-back set,
disguising who gets the ball and
whether the play goes to the right
or left.
Martin recalled the first time
he faced the offense in 1992 when
coaching Minnesota State, trailing
28-0 after the first quarter — further
demonstrating the difficulty in
defending the formation.
“We don’t even really have kids
in our program that have ever even
defended the option before, besides
probably (safety) Jake McGuckin.
That’s the concern there,” he said.
Junior linebacker Justin Victor
stressed the importance in sticking
to the coach’s game plan if they
hope to slow down the uncommon

offensive attack.
“It’s different. We don’t face
any team in the GLIAC or anyone
we play all year that runs this kind
of offense,” Victor said. “It can be
difficult because we don’t have
that much experience against it,
but I think we’re doing a pretty
good job. Everyone’s got their own
assignment, so we’ve got to stick to
it, otherwise we could get gashed up
for some yardage.”
If Mother Nature cooperates
on Saturday the Lakers may have
one advantage over the speedbased team from the South, as the
forecast calls for snow showers and
temperatures in the 30s.
“It will be a very fast football
game, weather permitting,” Martin
said. “If the weather is decent, there
will be a lot of good athletes on the
field on both teams.”

sports @ lanthorn .com

Undefeated teams square off in Final
Four for national championship bid
GVSU to face College of St. Rose in first national semifinal today at Pepin Stadium in Tampa, Fla.

Follow LanthornSports
on Twitter for up-tothe-minute coverage of
Laker games, players
and coaches

Check out "The Lakers
Sideline Report" on
Lanthorn.com where
Justin Hoff takes you
on and off the field
with your favorite
GVSU athletes and
talks Laker sports with
GVL staff writers.

control the game for us. I think if we
do that, we should be OK.”
The Golden Knights advanced
With more than three hard-fought to this year’s Final Four with a 1-0
months in the books, the women’s quarterfinal victory over California
soccer team will now turn to the last University of Pennsylvania.
chapter of its season as it plays in its
Similar to the Lakers, the Golden
third Final Four in four years with
Knights will utilize a balanced
another opportunity to claim its first scoring attack led by junior midfielder
national championship.
Amanda Deck, who has nine goals
Undefeated Grand Valley State and seven assists for the season.
University (20-0-4) will take on
“Playing against a team with a
the unbeaten Golden Knights of the balanced group of scorers is not
College of St. Rose (24-0-0) in the that bad because now your primary
first national semifinal today at Pepin concern is the entire team’s players
Stadium in Tampa, Fla. Game time is in general, rather than focusing too
set for 5 p.m.
much on one person,” Dilanni said.
Residing in Albany, N.Y.,St. Rose
During Thanksgiving break, the
will make its second
Lakers got valuable
consecutive
Final
rest
by
taking
“Not a lot of
Four
appearance
Thursday and Friday
people get a
after losing last year
off before heading
to the Argos of West
chance to do it, so
back to work on
Florida
University
Saturday.
all
of
us
are
lucky
4-0.
“When
you’re
to have the great
The Lakers will
deep into the season
bring a school-record
opportunity to play
like this, getting rest
24-game
unbeaten
is very beneficial,"
in
the
Final
Four.”
streak
into
the
Dilanni said. “We
matchup. However,
AMBER BLOEM
were able to recharge
they will face the top
GVSU SENIOR
our batteries with
defensive team in the
those days off, and I
country. During their
think that benefits us
previous 24 games,
physically and mentally before we
the Golden Knights allowed six total play this game.”
goals on the season and have 18 total
For many of the leaker players,
shutouts.
this will be their first taste of Final
“It’s going to be a huge challenge Four action and the intensity of
for us in our attack,” said head coach playing in Tampa could not be any
Dave Dilanni, whose team advanced higher.
to the semifinals with its 3-0 win
“I’ve
never
experienced
over the Colorado School of Mines. something this big," said sophomore
“Our forwards will really need to Megan Brown, GLIAC Defensive
be dynamic like they were against Player of the Year. “Of course I’m
Mines, and our midfield will have to going to be nervous, but you just
By Jared Greenleaf

GVL Senior Reporter

GVL I Andrew Mills
GVSU senior defender Amber Bloem fights to keep control of the ball during a
home game against Northern Michigan. The soccer team is now in the Final Four.

have to put everything aside and give
everything you got. It‘s been a very
fun season, but we want to continue
to take it one game at a time.”
For others, this will be their one
last shot at the glory of being a
national champion.
“It’s something you always
dream about," said senior defender
Amber Bloem. who will play in her
second national semifinal game since
she transferred from Cornerstone
University in 2007. “Not a lot of
people get a chance to do it, so all
of us are lucky to have the great
opportunity to play in the Final
Four.”
In 2007’s national semifinal
appearance, the leakers lost 2-1

against the University of Tampa.
Bloem said playing in this year’s
Final Four will be the ultimate
highlight of her career at GVSU.
“What an awesome way to end
your career and season by playing in a
Final Four,” Bloem said. “Hopefully
we can win it. It would be the perfect
ending to a perfect season.”
The winner will face the winner
of the 8 p.m. national semifinal game
between undefeated West Florida
(22-0-0) and the Toms of California
State University-Dominguez Hills
(15-8-2).
The Division II soccer national
championship is slated for Saturday
at I p.m,

j%reen!eaf@ lanthorn .com
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Winter exports pr$zvi£W;
Senior-less men's basketball to bank on junior leadership
Team looks to junior players to provide leadership, experience needed to overcome
season s rocky start, battle way to fifth Division II NCAA tournament appearance
By Greg Monahan

different areas.”
Wesley added he expects the team’s
GVL Staff Writer
versatility to be one of their top
With four consecutive NCAA
weapons on the season.
Division II tournament appearances,
“Hopefully
we
have
enough
the Grand Valley State University
elements so we can play a variety of
men’s basketball team is going to have
different ways,” he said. “We tend to
to overcome a mountain of obstacles
be a little bit bigger than most of the
to return to the postseason promised
teams in the league, though not all of
land.
them. So on a given night sometimes
The team is off to a
we’ll be that big2-2 start, dropping their
“Last year we
banger team, and other
most recent decision by
nights will call for
scraped
and
26 points to Ferris State
us to be an outside
clawed, and we
University.
shooting team.”
The team lost its top
were able to
Sophomore guard
scorer to graduation. Half
Alvin Storrs said the
get
to
the
NCAA
of the players on the roster
team must use their
are either redshirt or true
tournament... ”
inside presence to set
freshmen, and the team is
up
an outside attack.
RIC WESLEY
without a single senior.
“We
have
good
GVSU
HEAD
COACH
Though these factors
guard play, and our
may seem like too much
big men have gotten
to handle, head coach
a lot better with their
Ric Wesley said the talent is there to
post position,” he said. “Having them
make a convincing run, but they must
there inside and having some strong
make it happen with a solid, balanced
post play is going to help us get better
attack.
looks from the outside because teams
“We re kind of off to a bumpy start,
will be focusing on our big guys.”
but we’ll get our game together,”
With the inconsistent start to the
W^l^y said. “Our strength over the
season, junior forward Mike Przydzial
has. been team defense. We’ve
said it is the team’s job to come into
ficult on teams to
the game mentally focused and ready
fcore, and that’s sort of
to play their style.
>ur progtam has been known for.
“I think the biggest thing we need to
Offensively, we try to be unselfish, we
do is play our game,” he said. “Coach
Lry to share the bail and move the ball
has been talking about having poise
around nnd nttnek from a number of
throughout the game and playing at
_____________________________________

,

Justin Ringler goes in for a layup
Cornerstone. A junior, Ringler must

our tempo and our pace rather than at
the other team’s pace.”
As one of five upperclassmen on
the team, Pryzdzial said not only are
the juniors expected to play most of
the minutes, but they also must serve
as leaders to the younger players on
the team.
“(Coach Wesley) asked us to step
up and be leaders, try to get these
younger guys on the same level and
the same page as the older guys, which
will ultimately make us a better team,”
he said. “It’s different when you don’t
have a senior, we have to step up into
this leadership role, but I definitely
think it’s something we can do.”
Though the beginning to the season
has not been ideal, Wesley said his
team definitely has the chance to
play in the program’s fifth-straight
Division II NCAA tournament.
“All we have to do is work hard,
show up every game and don’t have
lapses in the season,” he said. “Having
done that, hopefully at the end of the
season we’re good enough to get to
postseason play, that’s always the
goal here. Last year we scraped and
clawed, and we were able to get to the
NCAA tournament for the fourth year
in a row, and that’s exactly what we
look to do this year.”
The Lakers will host Tiffin
University at 8 p.m. tonight, then
Ashland at I p.m. on Saturday at the
GVSU Fieldhouse.

Kmonahan@lanthorn.com

1 Influx of freshmen has women's
basketball deeper than ever
By Emanuel Johnson

| GVLSeawi Reporter

M

__

GVL / Brian B. Sevald
Justin Ringler slides past the Ferris State defense during Monday
night's game. The men's team is now 2-2 for their season.
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With three mon-conference
games already under its belt, the
Grand Valley State University
wrtmen’*basketball team began
its 2009 GLIAC campaign
Monday with a 57-43 victory
over Ferris State University.
In moving forward, the
Lakers (3-1, 1-0 GLIAC)
have nothing but conference
matchups left on their schedule.
But with a roster rejuvenated
by the arrival of a handful of
talented freshmen, coaches
around the conference recognize
the Lakers as the second best
team in the GLIAC.
“Our depth is definitely our
greatest asset this year,” said
sophomore point guard Jasmine
Padin, who tallied a gamehigh 18 points in Monday’s
matchup. “Last year we had a
lot of players that were forced to
play extended minutes, and that
really limited what we could
do. This year, with all of the
talented freshmen that we’ve
brought in and returning players
that have gotten better over the
offseason, we can go eight and
nine players into the bench and

still produce ”
Through four games, all but
two Lakers average at least 10
minutes per game. This depth
allows for GVSU head coach
Janel Burgess to make mass
substitutions without worrying
about where the team’s scoring
will come from.
“We have a lot more scoring
options this year,” Burgess said.
“When we bring in our subs, our
scoring doesn’t drop off, it even
gets better in some cases. We
have a lot of talent. Every one
of our kids have the capability
to make things happen on the
court. It’s just been really good
to see each kid embrace the roles
that they have right now and
continue to be competitive.”
The Lakers opened the
season with a 92-85 overtime
loss to Drury University, but
since then, they have managed
to shake off the stink of the
loss and rattle off three straight
victories.
Sophomore shooting guard
Emma Veach said the team used
the loss as a wake-up call for the
season.
“We were coming off of a
pretty good exhibition game
against Indiana, so we were
feeling pretty good about
ourselves,” Veach said. “But it
was the first game of the season,
and we’ve got a lot of young
players. Dropping the first game
isn’t a big deal as long as we’re
winning in March.”
But to break away from
silver and take top honors in
the conference, GVSU will
need to find a way to knock off
Michigan Tech. The Wildcats
are not only the top team in the
GLIAC, but they are ranked No.
1 in the nation as well.
The leakers will not get the
opportunity to face the Wildcats
until late January.
“That’ll definitely be a great
game,” Padin said. “They’re
a great team, and we're pretty
much one-two in the conference,
so it should come down to who
crunches down on defense.
It’s a game to look forward to,
but we’ve got to always stay
focused on the next game.
When the time comes to play
Michigan Tech, we’ll be ready,
no questions about it.”
The leakers tipped off against
Tiffin University last night,
though results from the matchup
were unavailable at press time.
The team’s next matchup wi 11
be against Ashland University
on Saturday in the GVSU
Fieldhouse Arena.

ejohnson® Umthttm rom

GVL / Brian Sevald
GVSU junior Lauren Stodola keeps the ball away from a Drury
University player during the Nov. 16 game in Allendale.

GVl / Brian B Sevald
GVSU junior Elizabeth Van Tiflin dribbles the ball down the court.
The women’s team is ranked No. 2 In the GLIAC.
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Track and field keeps confidence despite loss of key members
Women s, men s teams look to continue outdoor success
as indoor season begins with GVSU Holiday Open
By Aaron Brandt

GVL Staff Writer
A conference title is in the crosshairs of
the Grand Valley State University men’s and
women’s indoor track teams as they enter the
season.
On the women’s side, the team will
look to continue its recent success, which
included a first place finish in the GL1AC,
along with a second place finish at the NCAA

GVL Archive
Junior Tyler Emmorey runs in a past indoor meet.

Championships last year.
“1 think we can place really high, especially
after last year,” said senior high jumper Maegan
Doyen. “We’ve been working really hard, and
the team is a lot stronger, which will allow us
to get back on top.”
To return to the top once again, the team
will rely on strong finishes in a wide range of
events.
“At this point, we want to focus on getting
better in all aspects,” said head coach Jerry
Baltes. “We return national qualifiers in every
single event area, so hopefully those individuals
can improve, as well as a few newcomersiPo
step in with them.”
L
Those returners include Doy
national champion in the high jur^p t$vo
ago, and senior hurdler Candace
finished as national run
Katherine McCarthy, 3 a
All-American in middle
sophomore Monica Kinney
GVL / Haley Otman
in the mile at nationals, will
The woman's cross country team starts at a previous race in Holland. Many members of the cross
Those returners will play
country team w«H continue their season indoors. The indoor season opens on Dec. 17.
off the track for the team this.-y«*ar
^trti^aid-losing those two will be a big hit for us, so we will be a lot better this time.”
“We have a great nucleus Wf reftune
The Lakers include a few known
i (V ui. but we’ve got a great group of returners
we are excited to see take that next step,"
an&JiCvvtojuers lhat hopefully will step up and contributors, but the team still has a lot of
said. “We want them aff to lead Sr
pKKl|te some really strong question marks heading into the season, Baltes
by example by wo .tin* UcJ.
said.
results.”
We really want to
being positive and coming to
“Tyler Emmorey is coming off a great
The
team
finished
second
establish ourselves
practice with a good attitude.”
in the GLIAC and 12th at the cross country season, and we will look for
For the men, their first
as a cornerstone in
NCAA Championships and great things from him, as well as big things
challenge will be to replace
wants to seize the conference from (senior) Nate Miller in the high jump
this
conference
and
some key components from
title from the previous winner and senior Ryan Rademacher in the jumps,”
compete to win a
last year’s team.
Baltes said. “There are still a lot of unknowns
Ashland University.
“We lost two of our best
championship.”
“Ashland got us by about of the people who are really going to step up.
athletes;
Bryant
Wilson,
10 points last year, so we We really want to establish ourselves as a
JERRY BALTES
who
won
four
national
definitely
have to bring our ‘A’ cornerstone in this conference and compete to
GVSU HEAD COACH
championships in the pole vault,
game when they are around,” win a championship.”
and Aleksas Abromavicius,
Both teams open the season with the GVSU
said fifth-year senior Robert
who was a national runner-up in
Metellus, who competes in the triple jump and Holiday Open Dec. 17 in Allendale.
the discus and scored in the shot put indoors.
abrandt@lanthorn .com
long jump. “Last year was a real growing year

Swim teams start strong in national ranking, look to overcome Wayne State
Current standings
place men in first,
women in second
on national board
By Curtis Kalleward

GVL Staff Writer
What is the best way
to come off of a season in
which both teams ended
the year ranked ninth
nationally?
For
Grand
Valley State University’s
swimmers, it would be total
domination.
“Last
year’s
final
standings were our best
finish nationally (in GVSU
history),” head coach Andy
Boyce said. “Now, we re
looking
stronger
than
ever.”
The women won the first
conference title in GVSU
history last year while the
men finished second at the
conference meet.
‘We have a very positive

outlook on the season so and women’s last year. We
far,” said junior Justin were able to beat them at
Pattermann. “We’re doing the conference meet with
much better overall this our women.”
The men are currently
year than last.”
Current standings have 2-1 in meets and won the
Ball
State
Universitythe men atop the national
leaderboard and the women hosted Doug Coers Invite in
mid-November.
sitting a close
The women are
second behind
It's really cool
3-l in meets
Wayne
State
and
finished
to see that
University.
second at the
GVSU
and
we're second
invite. Much of
Wayne
State
place in the
the
individual
share a friendly,
success
has
country.”
cross-state
already
paid
rivalry
in
huge dividends.
swimming and
“We’ve
diving — one
ALLISON SCHOLZ
already
that
amplifies
GVSU SENIOR
seen
strong
whenever
one
improvements,”
team sits above
the other in the national Boyce said. “Nine people
have already qualified for
rankings.
“We
always
put
a the national championships,
bullseye on Wayne State,” more than we’ve ever had
Boyce said. “We go back this early in the year.”
The
athletes
and forth with them every
year. They finished second acknowledge their high
in the nation in both men’s placement this early in the

GVL / Mark Andrus
GVSU freshman Alexia Fregonara swims the 200 yard butterfly The women’s swimming and diving
team is now second in the nation behind cross-state rival Wayne State University

Your
Ad
Here

GVL / Mark Andrus
GVSU sophomore Aaron Beebe swims the 200 yard butterfly. The men are ranked first in the nation.

season. However, they are
focusing on continuous
improvement.
“It’s really cool to see
that we’re in second place
in the country,” said senior
Allison Scholz. “We still
have to keep working hard,
though.”
Leading the men is
sophomore Aaron Beebe,
who is the nation’s fastest
in the men’s 200 butterfly
while
fellow
sophmore
Raphael Santos is the
nation’s fastest in the men’s
200 backstroke.
Sophomore Toni Musto
holds the country’s top
women’s 200 breaststroke
time.
Freshman
Kelsey
VanderMeer holds the school
record for the women’s 50
freestyle, which makes her
second in the country.
New blood on the team,
such as VanderMeer, will
help fulfill the team’s lofty
expectations.
“We’re really excited to
see what our freshmen can

do,” Boyce said.
The long season for the
team has been underway for
almost two months now and
lasts until mid-March. As
is the case with any sport,
injuries and illness tend
to find their way into the
locker rooms. So far this
season, though, GVSU has
been relatively healthy.
“Our biggest challenge
is always staying healthy,”
Pattermann said. “In the
past, we’ve had problems.
So far, we’ve been good.
We’re doing what we can to
stay that way.”
For
the
women,
motivation is the biggest
factor in their success.
“It’s a long season,”
Scholz said. “It’s hard to
not get sick of it — not
want to give up and slack

off in practice. We just have
to keep working hard and
remember that everything
will play out in the end.”
The biggest meet so
far this season takes place
this weekend. The Calvin
Invitational,
hosted
by
Calvin College, runs today
through
Saturday,
and
the teams are excited to
compete.
“They just opened the
new pool at Calvin, so
it should be really fast,”
Pattermann said.
The Lakers’ next home
GLIAC meet is Jan. 16.
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National awards
assure singers
they are ‘on the
right track’
By Josh Brunsting

GVL Staff Writer
When doing something
one truly loves, the act of
doing it is reward enough,
but national recognition is
an added bonus.
A group of Grand Valley
State University students
recently won such national
recognition for their efforts
in their craft.
GVSU students nabbed
almost a dozen awards
this year at the National
Courtesy Photo / Google Images
Association of Teachers
GVSU students won almost a
of
Singing
statewide
dozen awards at NATS.
competition. Among the
college — First Year College
group who competed were
Men, Second Year College
more than 30 students as
Women, etc. — and have
well as five faculty, staff and
three teachers judge their
collaborative pianists.
work. The teachers then
The competition was
rank the students in their
held last month at Western
categories, one through 15,
Michigan University.
with the top three or four
“Winning this award has
recognized with awards.
been such a blessing,” said
“Apart from the ranking
Claire Chardon, one of the
system, the idea of singing
students honored. “In the
in this event is to get outside
music profession, it is so
opinions,”
Schriemer
difficult to stay confident,
said. “Students learn from
and this win has given me
three
voice
professors
such great reassurance that
from different schools and
I am on the right track with
different backgrounds.”
my career.”
Another student who
The sophomore at GVSU,
has felt the effects of
who has been studying
these awards is freshman
singing privately since eighth
Alexander Greene, who won
grade, received first place
first place in the First Year
in the Second Year College
College Men category.
Women category.
“After receiving
this
“I can't even find one
award, 1 have been reassured
thing that I love most
that I am heading in the right
about singing,” she said.
direction and down a good
“Performing gives you such
path of achieving my lifetime
a rush of adrenaline and
goal,” he said. “Now after
excitement that it really can’t
I am done at Grand Valley,
be put into words. I also think
I hope to one day go on to
it’s such an amazing gift to
become a Cantorial Soloist
be able to share something
and a choir teacher.”
you are passionate about
For voice students, there
with others.”
are many things to truly
The National Association
enjoy about performing.
of Teachers of Singing is
“I think the thing I enjoy
divided into regional units,
most is the ability to change
with GVSU being a member
someone’s emotion with a
of the Great Lakes Region.
song,” said junior and two“Every fall the Michigan
time award winner Liliana
Chapter of NATS has
Guerrero. “Hearing someone
auditions,”
said
Dale
sing can make you laugh or
Schriemer, GVSU professor.
cry or just feel good, and I
“Singing
students
in
think that’s a great gift to be
Michigan and their voice
able to give to people, and
teachers come together and
the award just affirms that
sing for a panel of teachers.
I’m on the right track.”
So when I go with students
Other
students
who
from GVSU, I judge students
received awards included:
from other voice teachers
Matt Morey, Reece Smith,
and schools.”
Kaylin Heydenburg,Grayson
From
there,
singers
Barton, Jon Beery, Amy
perform by category, based
Standel and Kalli Siringas.
on their current year of

jbrunsting @ lanthorn .com

Courtesy Photo/ Jennifer Phelan
About 250 dancers strong, the GVSU Dance Troupe performs a variety of dance styles and shows. The troupe will perform its annual
Rocking to Fill a Stocking" recital this Friday. Proceeds from the event will benefit Mel Trotter Ministries in Grand Rapids.

Dance Troupe uses dancing
passion to aid common good
Annual Hocking to Fill a Stocking' recital will benefit Mel Trotter Ministries
By Danielle Slabbekoorn

GVL Staff Writer
Grand
Valley
State
University’s Dance Troupe
will tap into more than
just hip-hop and ballet by
benefiting the community of
Grand Rapids in this year’s
“Rocking to Fill a Stocking”
recital.
Each year the charity and
the dances are different, and
this time the Dance Troupe
is performing a variety of
dances to benefit Mel Trotter
Ministries.
In the past. Dance Troupe
collected more than 500
toys for Toys for Tots and
hopes to offer Mel Trotter
Ministries the same with an
item drive available at the

performances.
“We will be donating nonperishable food items, along
with toys and gently used
clothing items,” said Amber
Kubisz, a health professions
major. “We are donating a
lot of blankets and scarves
to keep people warm during
the harsh winter season.”
Amanda Rodriguez is the
president of Dance Troupe
and has participated for a
total of seven semesters.
She said she joined Dance
Troupe because she did not
want to be as committed as
the dance team requires.
“Dance Troupe has people
from different styles and
levels,” Rodriguez said. “It’s
a really great opportunity to
keep us all dancing.”

Courtesy Photo / Jennifer Phelan
Relay for Life is a popular philanthropy among campus groups. On
Friday, Dance Troupe will dance to benefit Mel Trotter Ministries.

As president, Rodriguez them.
runs the meetings and keeps
“Dance means a lot to
everything in order while me,” Grubb said. “It’s about
also dancing in six different getting an expression off
dances, varying from pointe without saying anything
ballet to an advanced modern and being able to share it
dance.
with others. I
“(Dance) is
Jennifer
really hope that
Phelan
is
people
come
about getting an
a biology
out
to
it
and
expression off
major
enjoy it.”
without saying
whose
Meghan
passion in
McAfee, who
anything ... ”
life is to
serves on the
CAITLIN GRUBB
dance.
Dance Troupe
DANCE TROUPE MEMBER
“I really
executive board
like
the
this year, said
community
she loves that
of it,” Phelan said. “It is Dance Troupe is starting
the largest organization on to do more philanthropic
campus, with about 250 themes for recitals.
people involved.”
Phelan said this year
She said it is not as the group wanted to do
intense
as
the
dance something different than
program at GVSU, so it just giving money and asks
allows everyone to have fun everyone who comes to
by choosing what types of bring a food item or clothing
dances they want to perform
item for the donation drive.
and by experiencing new Anyone who
brings a
dances.
donation will automatically
“It is nice to share this enter into a raffle for prizes
passion with a bunch of during the show.
people,” said Caitlin Grubb,
Dance
Troupe
will
who has been in the troupe perform at 8 p.m. on Friday
for five semesters. “You and 2 p.m. and 8 p.m. on
never know who you’re Saturday in the Ceglarek
going to dance with. You Fine Arts Center at Allendale
could be dancing next to High School.
someone who wants to be a
Tickets are available at
doctor or who is going into the door and are on sale at
business.”
the Kirkhof Center for $5.
Grubb is not only dancing Children under 12 can attend
several dances, but she will for free.
also choreograph one of dslahhekoorn @ lanthorn .com

Asher Roth hates ‘one-hit-wonder’ status, but
loves college as he promotes latest album
Following No. 12 hit

7

Love College,' Roth sags he will continue ‘doing what feels right ’ while hoping success follows
By Coty Levandoski

GVL Staff Writer

Courtesy Photo / Googe Images

Asher Roth, 24, began his rap career in 2008 His debut album,
"Asleep In the Bread Aisle,*' reached No 5 in the Billboard Hot 100

Last year, Asher Roth burst
onto the music scene with the
hit single “I Love College,”
off of his debut album “Asleep
in the Bread Aisle.”
The track would reach No.
12 on the Billboard Hot I(K),
and the album itself would
travel to No. 5.
Even with this success,
some question whether or not
the 24-year-old Pennsylvania
native will be just another
“one-hit wonder” of the music
industry. Currently placed 95
on the Hot KX). Roth's follow
up single “Lark on My GoKart” is the closest he has
come to matching his early
success.
Roth, who admitted his
awareness of the predicament
he currently faces, instead
chooses to invest his time and
energy into his music.
“It’s just a matter of doing
what feels right,” Roth said.
“I don't want to start making
music to try to make hit singles,
I’m going keep moving and

whatever happens, happens.”
myself.”
Signed to a record deal
Having had numerous
as a sophomore in college, comparisons drawn between
Roth first appeared on the himself and fellow white
underground
rap
scene rapper Eminem since he first
when he was featured on DJ started gamering recognition,
although
flattered,
Drama’s 2008 mixtape, “The Roth,
lyrical
Greenhouse Effect.” Due to maintained their
the sudden exposure, Roth stylings have almost nothing
then became the second white in common.
rapper to be
“I'd rather
be
compared
included
in
“I really do hope
to him than
the influential
everybody takes
pretty
much
“Gan gsta
anybody else,”
Grilz” series.
the opportunity to
Roth said. “But
As
a
spend some time
people
can
minority in a
with themselves
draw it up as
musical genre
whatever they
historically
and wild out... ”
want to, I'm
and primarily
ASHER ROTH
just doing what
consisting
RAPPER
I do.”
of members
of the black
However,
community, Roth cites “raw one indisputable similarity
talent” as the sole determining between Roth and Eminem is
factor of a hip-hop artist’s the lifestyle they advocate as
influential entertainers.
success.
“As an MC, you’re always
An open supporter and
going to have to differentiate advocate of marijuana use,
yourself and prove yourself Roth intentionally released
as somebody reliable to make his first album on April
music,” Roth said. “So I’m 20, a widely recognized
just being creative and being counterculture holiday where

people congregate together
and smoke or consume
cannabis.
“It’s always tough with
influences, yes, but we're
also moving forward,” he
said. “People graduate, and
people grow up. Hopefully,
that allows you to grow up
with me. At the end of the
day. people have to decide for
themselves on what they want
their actions to be.”
A full two years older
than the average graduating
collegiate senior, Roth still
advocates the importance
of experiencing everything
college has to offer incoming
freshmen.
“That
kind
of
irresponsibility and innocence
in life is really something to
enjoy,” Roth said. “I really
do hope everybody takes the
opportunity to spend some
time with themselves and
wild out, and college is really
a perfect time for that.”
Roth is currently touring
the U.S. in promotion of
“Asleep in the Bread Aisle.”
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MARKETPLACE
DEADLINES: Noon Friday for Monday, Noon Wednesday for Thursday
E mail your (iassifiedSJclassifiedxJi.inthorn.com

Wanted

Los Aztecas is a new authen
tic Mexican food restaurant
located just west of the Al
lendale campus. Stop in and
try our new $5.00 lunch spe
cials, or stop in for dinner
and get 20% off with your
college ID.

Full time leasing consultant.
Join IPA Management as a
full time leasing consultant at
the Village at 48 West Apart
ments and Townhomes! Du
ties include: sales, marketing,
outreach & general leasing
administration. Excellent
benefits package including
rent discount & paid time off.
Interested applicants should
apply
online
at
www.rentipa.com/careers

Need a chair or lamp? Coat,
hat, mittens, or boots? Come
to LOVE I.N.C.’s New to You
Store and find many
low-priced, gently used and
new items. 11620 60th Ave.
In Allendale. 616 895 5700
Entertainment

Wengers Bowling offers great
bowling and drink specials
every night of the week. Stop
by and check us out down
town on Leonard Street. Call
616-454-4482 to check for
open bowling times.
_________ Services_________

Dr. Kelly Hansul, D.0. of
Michigan Obstetrics and Gy
necology is now accepting
new patients at their new lo
cation in Allendale. Call
616-532-5025 to set up an
appointment or visit
www.michiganobgyn.com for
more details

Employment

Bartenders wanted. Up to
$250/Day. No Experience
necessary. Training provided.
Age
18+
Okay.
Call
1-800-965-6520. ext. 226.
Housing

2 bedroom apartment and 3
bedroom house available for
rent. Located within walking
distance of Pew Campus.
Please
call
Tim
at
616-293-4886 for more in
formation.
The Village at 48 West. Stop
in Today! Rates starting at
only $395! 616.895.2400 or
www.48west.com for more
info
Grand Valley’s best kept se
cret is University Townhouses. 4 bedroom townhouses starting at only $250
per person and only 2 miles
from campus. Look for our
new apartments coming in
2010!
Two newer 3 bedroom
houses for rent. Very close to
GVSU. Call for details 616
886 8535

HO©

COMMERCIAL

2 Issues min.

60c/word
55<r/word
50e/word

55<t/word
50c/word
45c/word

3-4 Issues
5+ Issues

Announcements

Check out the $4.99 lunch
specials at Mr. Gyros in
Standale between Wendy's
and Blockbuster. $0.99 hot
dogs and $4.99 subs all day
everyday.

FREQUENCY

DEPTS/
NONPROFIT

Copper
Beech
Townhomes...the
most
space for the best price! 1, 2,
3, or 4 bedroom units! Lo
cated in Allendale on 48th
Street. Call 616-895-2900 or
visit
copprbeechtownhomes.com
for more information.
Escape to Brookmeadow
Apartments today! Experi
ence an exciting yet tranquil
place to live. Just 15 minutes
away from both campuses.
Call for details (616)
457-8988
Hillcrest Room For Rent. One
bedroom available. Sub
leaser needed for rest of semester.
Less
than
$300/month. If interested call
248-891-0989
Meadows Crossing is now
leasing for 2010. Stop in to
day or check us out on the
web at www.meadowscrossing.net
Looking for a quiet yet con
venient place to live next
year? Ottawa Creek apart
ments are now leasing for
2010. Mention you saw the
ad in the Lanthorn and re
ceive $200 off your first
month’s rent up until April.
Rent includes DSL, Cable,
Water and Trash. Call
616-453-9190 for more de
tails;
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Royal Vista apartments and
townhomes offer a quiet with
quality living style. 1 and 2
bedroom apartments as well
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Coat, Hat or Mittens?
Sweater or Pants? Shoes or Boots?
Come to Love I.N.C.’s New to You Store and
find many low-priced gently-used and new items.
Love I.N.C. New to You Store
11620 60th Avenue (North on 60th from Lake Michigan Drive [M-45])
Phone 895-5700
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Disney: the man, the studio, the dream

Local theaters present
one-night stands

The Circle Theatre,
Wealthy
Theatre
and
Grand
Rapids
Community
Media
Center will present “A
Series of One-Night
Stands” at 8 p.m. Friday
and Saturday at the
Wealthy Theatre.
“’Santaland Diaries’
(a part of the show) is
one of the most beloved
‘anti-holiday’
holiday
favorites,” said Chris
Grooms, business and
marketing director at the
Circle Theatre.
Tickets cost $20 for
members and season
ticket holders and $30
for the general public.
Holiday Carillon Concert

Julianne
Vanden
Wyngaard,
Grand
Valley State University
carillonneur,
will
perform holiday music at
the Cook-Carillon Tower
on GVSU’s Allendale
Campus from 1:30 p.m.
to 3 p.m. Friday.
There will be tours,
refreshments and door
prizes.
Swing

Club

holds

Big

Band Dance Event

At 8 p.m. today, the
GVSU
Swing
Club
will host the Big Band
Dance Event in the Pere
Marquette
Room
of
Kirkhof Center.
The event is open to
students,
non-students
and faculty. The GVSU
Big Band will provide
music, and snacks and
drinks will be served.

Grand Valley Lanthorn

On Dec. 5, 1901, the world was
blessed with the birth of Walter Elias
Disney. And 98 years later, his legacy
lives on, greater than ever.
Everyone knows the name, the
movies and the theme parks, but what
most people don’t realize is just how
crucial Walt Disney was in the path
the film industry would eventually
take. Without him, the world of
cinema as we know it would be quite
different.
Before Disney came onto the
scene, animation was seen as nothing
more than a five-minute filler before
the feature film began at the local
theater. Nobody seemed interested in
his ideas to make animation its own
distinct genre of film.
“It’s impossible,” they said, but he
remained steadfast.
It wasn’t until an animated series
of shorts, starring Oswald the Lucky

Rabbit, became a minor hit that his
marked the first time an animated
animation studio finally turned a
film contained synchronized sound.
profit. But just as things looked up,
Audiences flocked to see the show,
contractual obligations and corporate
and Disney knew he had finally made
bigwigs took away any control he
his point.
held over his funny-eared friend,
In 1937, Disney’s next
and he begrudgingly turned over
“impossible” dream was “Snow
Oswald’s rights to Universal Studios.
White,” the first full-length feature
With one last attempt, Disney
animated film. Up to this point,
came up with a soft-featured
studios refused to believe an audience
character similar to Oswald’s design.
would pay to see an hour and a half
This mouse had
~i of cartoons.
potential, Disney
To this date,
“They’ll be
thought as he rode the
unhappy and it will
when adjusted
train to Hollywood,
never work,” Disney
for inflation,
but what to name
was told. Yet to this
him?
“Snow White”
date, when adjusted
He wanted
for inflation, “Snow
stands as one
Mortimer, but his
White” stands as one
of the most
wife, Lillie, gave him
of the most profitable
a better idea. It was
films in history.
profitable films
on that fateful train
Then, in the
in history.
ride Mickey Mouse
early ‘50s, while
was bom. Ironically,
watching his two
Mickey Mouse would
young daughters play
become a symbol to forever cast
on a merry-go-round, Disney found
a shadow over any of Universal’s
himself yearning for a place his entire
future efforts.
family would enjoy going to, a place
Mickey’s first appearance to
for the young and the young-at-heart
the nation, in “Steamboat Willie,’
to share together.

His idea for a family vacation
destination, “impossible" to market
or sustain by his accountants’
estimations, became reality on July 7,
1955, when Disneyland first opened
its gates in Anaheim, Calif.
Seeing great opportunity to grow
and create his own “world” of family
fun and entertainment, Disney
created the plans to turn the tiny
orange-grove town of Orlando, at the
time home to only a few thousand
people, into what has become the
biggest annual tourist attraction in the
world.
Though he died on Dec. 15, 1966,
five years before his final dream
came true, Walt Disney’s brilliance
shined bright enough for his brother,
Roy, to postpone his own personal
retirement and complete Walt’s plans.
On Oct. 1, 1971, the Walt Disney
World Resort’s Magic Kingdom
opened.
“It’s kind of fun to do the
impossible,” Disney once said.
I think it’s safe to say he
thoroughly enjoyed all 65 years of
his life.

clevandoski@ lanthorn .com

Strange, but true and sad
DETROIT (AP) - Detroit
authorities said a 29-yearold woman who was upset
because her boyfriend broke
up with her has been arrested
after she lit his porch on fire.
Fire Department investigators
said neighbors saw the woman
pour gas on the concrete
porch and light it on fire about
3 a.m. Wednesday.
Investigators
said
a
40-year-old man previously
told the woman she couldn’t
stay at his house on the
city’s northwest side after
he discovered she had been
cheating. Police responded to
the home Tuesday night after
the woman sprayed the man
with mace.
No injuries were reported
from the fire.
The Detroit Free Press said

the woman was expected to
be charged with arson.

for the jug’s donor to come
forward and claim it.

MARIETTA, Ohio(AP)Police said whoever donated
a water jug to a charity in
southeast
Ohio
probably
didn’t mean to be so generous.
The jug contained about
$1,500 worth of marijuana.
Police said workers at a local
Goodwill
Industries
site
recently found four bags of
marijuana when they looked
inside a water jug left outside
by an anonymous donor.
They turned the two-gallon
metal jug and the pound or so
of marijuana over to police on
Friday.
Marietta police Capt. Jeff
Waite said the jug is probably
an antique. He said authorities
would be more than happy

WICHITA, Kan. (AP) A Kansas man credited his
dog with saving his life in a
fire at a Wichita duplex. Billy
King said he was asleep when
the fire broke out around 4:30
a.m. Tuesday on the other
side of the duplex. He said he
woke up only when his dog,
Skip, started to bark. King
uses a wheelchair and phoned
his son for help.
Firefighters helped the son
get King out of the house.
King said the intense heat
caused windows to begin
breaking just moments later.
That’s when he realized it had
been a close call.
King said Skip deserves a
big bag of dog food.
Fire officials said the fire
appears to have been caused
by an electrical problem in
the attic.

Ortiz was just about to utter “I
do,” but the mother of his two
children and her relatives had
a different message: “Oh, no
you don’t.”
One moment, the 27-yearold Peruvian was sitting
happily in a large wedding
hall with 17 other couples,
declaring his love for his wifeto-be to TV cameramen in the
southern town of Miraflores.
The next, two women
relatives of his ex-partner
burst into the room, rushed up
to Ortiz and began pounding
on his head and back while
screaming at him. The burly
women eventually shoved him
and his mother outside into
a parking lot, where the ex
partner joined in, Miraflores
spokesman Julio Hincho said
Wednesday.
The
ex-partner’s
mother, sisters and aunts all
participated in Saturday’s
attack, Hincho said, adding,
“Everyone was hauled off to
jail.”
Ortiz described the woman
as his ex-girlfriend, but the
family insists she is his wife.
Police did not reveal her name
and did not clarify Ortiz’s
marital status.
Ortiz registered himself
for the mass wedding as a
bachelor with no kids, Hincho
said. He later acknowledged
having lived with the woman
but said they were separated
and that he “was starting a
new life.”
Police officials said that
a woman who identified
herself as Ortiz’s wife filed
a complaint against him for
attempted “crimes against the
family.”

LIMA, Peru (AP) — Edwin
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The
mass
wedding
ceremony went ahead as
planned and all of the couples
— except for Ortiz and his
betrothed — were wed.
The
new
girlfriend,
meanwhile, remained out of
sight.
“She doesn’t want to talk
to anyone,” Hincho said.
MESA, Ariz. (AP) A former Arizona school
district employee is accused
of using school computers in
an experiment to find space
aliens, costing the worker his
job and the district more than
$1 million.
Schools
officials
say
Brad Niesluchowski, who
was Higley Unified School
District’s
information
technology
director,
downloaded free software on
district computers in 2000.
The
program,
known
as
SETI(at)home,
uses
Internet-connected
computers
worldwide
to
analyze radio telescope data
in an experiment to find
extraterrestrial intelligence.
But Superintendent Denise
Birdwell told the East Valley
Tribune that the program also
bogged down the district’s
system
and
interfered
with technology use in
classrooms.
Birdwell said it will take
more than $ 1 million to fix the
problem, including removal
of the SETI software. She
says police are conducting a
broader investigation.
Niesluchowski
resigned
from the district Oct. 22.
His lawyer did not return
calls for comment.

See more: Visit Lanthorn.com for

this weekend's diversions.
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Campus convenience seconds away
By Dan Michniewicz

GVL Copy Editor
For more than four decades.
Campus View has provided
Grand Valley State University’s
students with a variety of close,
affordable housing options.
“We have kids of former
tenets who live with us
regularly,” said Brian Gardner,
general manager and owner of
Campus View.
The complex boasts a total of
372 units and offers everything
from
one-bedroom
studio
apartments to four-bedroom
townhouses.
The cost to rent a town house
ranges from $365 per person per
month for a three bedroom, 1
1 /2 bathroom to $465 per person
per month for a four bedroom, 4
1/2 bathroom unit.
But, Gardner said the
complex only has one vacant
unit for the winter semester.
Gardner also said the
maintenance crew has worked
at the complex for more than 20
years and is quick to fix any of
the units’ problems.
“If students get their
maintenance request in before
noon, nine times out of 10 it will
be done that day,” Gardner said.
Campus View also provides
free broadband Internet and
cable television in all of its units.
Each unit has its own dedicated
port, eliminating bandwidth
shortage issues.
Parking
permits
cost

$50 before Sept. 1 but $100
afterward. However, due to
Campus View’s proximity to
campus, students who own cars
need not purchase a pass for
GVSU’s parking lots.
“We have a lot of commuters
from other complexes parking
in our lot because we’re so close
to campus,” Gardner said.
Hayley Jo Mund has lived
with one roommate in a Campus
View apartment since June.
Mund said those who live in
Campus View receive many of
the perks available to those who
live on campus.
“You get the feeling of being
on campus because you’re right
across the street,” she said. “But
you can also separate yourself
from those things if you want.”
Mund said she likes living
so close to campus and riding
the complex’s shuttle, which
operates from 7:45 am. until
noon on weekdays.
“They have their own bus
that takes you right to Kirkhof,”
Mund said. “So, if you don’t
want to walk, you don’t have
to.”
Campus View also has a
no party policy, which security
guards
enforce
Thursday
through Saturday until 3 am.
“What our no party policy
really is, is a good neighbor
policy,” Gardner said. “We
enforce it when (partying)
interferes with the quiet
enjoyment of others.”

Campus View’s recreation
center, otherwise known as the
Off-Kirk, is open 24 hours a day.
It includes tanning beds, a movie
theater, a full-sized basketball
court and game room.
In addition to housing
numerous amenities, the OffKirk hosts gatherings throughout
the year.
This year, Gardner said the
complex hosted a welcome
back pig roast and three GVSU
football tailgate parties.
The Off- K irk also hosts Super
Bowl and NCAA basketball
tournament finals parties, during
which students can watch the
game on the movie theater’s
high definition projection screen
or a 60-inch plasma television.
“There are usually a couple
hundred people in there for
those,” Gardner said.
During the last few years,
Campus View has sponsored a
basketball tournament, which
Gardner said will also happen
this year
Gardner said a few GVSU
basketball players live there,
which might create a dilemma if
they choose to participate in the
tournament.
“Maybe we’ll make them
play with their off-hand,”
Gardner said. “1 don’t know.”
For more information, call
Campus View at (616) 8956678 or visit its Web site at
http://campusviewhousing.com.

dmic hniewicz@ lanthorn rom

GVL Archive

Campus View offers students the convenience of on-campus housing at off-campus prices.

GVL / Carol Dalrymple

Copper Beech Townhomes boast five different floor plans with up to 2,000 square feet of living space.

Space sets Copper Beech apart
per bedroom.
She
added
so
far
Internet and cable are Copper Beech has met her
included in the cost of rent, expectations.
*
She also cited the large
while water is $8 per month
per resident. Residents pay for rooms as one of the complex’s
electric on their own.
best features and said she liked
Some of the amenities that everyone had their own
included in each apartment bathroom.
Murphy said she will ^e
are a washer and dryer,
dishwasher, garbage disposal, moving out of the complex next
microwave and heating and year because of her roommates’
air conditioning. Maintenance preferences, but she will be sad
to leave Copper
requests can be
Beech.
made 24/7 online.
“We have the
“I
wish
Signing up for
most square
I was living
one of Copper
there
next
Beech’s 12-month
footage per
year,” Murphy
leases also gives
bedroom ... "
said,
“The
residents access
ALI HARDY
people
there
to the Clubhouse,
are friendly.’^
COPPER BEECH LEASING
which features a
CONSULTANT
For
more
24-hour gym, a
infomiation "or
lounge area with a
to schedule a
fireplace, a game
room and a kitchenette. This all tour of Copper Beech, contact
comes with a one-time activity their leasing office, which is
open 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. Monday
fee of $75.
Each unit comes with one through Friday and noon to 5
less free parking pass than p.m. on the weekends, at (616)
the number of residents in 895-2900.
A complete list of amenities
that apartment. If needed, an
additional parking pass can be and models of floorplans ire
available at their Web sfte,
purchased for $15 each month.
*
Jenny Murphy, a sophomore http://www.cbeech.com.
Copper Beech also has
majoring in accounting, moved
in to Copper Beech at the a Facebook page where
prospective residents can find
beginning of this school year.
“People said it was nice and roommates and current residents
talked about how spacious it can contact sub-leasers.
numugingeditor@ lanthorn x$m
was,” Murphy said.

By Lauren Fitch

GVL Managing Editor
For students looking for
some extra living room to
stretch out and relax in, the
spacious rooms at Copper
Beech Townhomes should fit
the bill.
With five different floor
plans available, Copper Beech
currently houses more than 900
residents at their location on
10295 48th Ave.
Ali
Hardy, a leasing
consultant, said the size of their
two- and three-story apartments
sets them apart from other
complexes in the area.
“We have the most square
footage per bedroom, a ton
of living space and a huge
kitchen,” Hardy said.
Copper Beech offers a
650 square foot one-bedroom
apartment for $650 per
month, a two-bedroom, 2 1/2
bathroom unit with 1300
square feet for $990 per month
and a 2,000-square-foot fourbedroom, 3 1/2 bathroom
option for $ 1,640 per month.
Three-bedroom,
3
1/2
bathroom apartments are also
available with or without a
garage for $1350 per month
with 1,700 and 2,000 square
feet respectively.
All units can be furnished
for an additional $5 per month.
There is a limit of one resident

Washer and dryer in every townhome
Free shuttle to kirkhof every 10 min.
Free on-site recycling
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Out with the old and in with the new at Campus West
Grand
Valley
State
University senior l^iura Stinar,
who lived at Campus View
last year and took advantage
of its community center, looks
forward to the opening of
Campus West’s center.
“I am super glad that they
are building one,” she said. “I
want to use it!”
Sheldon said Campus West
stands out from the rest of the
apartment complexes because
of the new facilities and the
open communication they have
with tenants. Campus West
has a Facebook, MySpace and
Twitter page.
“We try to keep in contact
with tenants so wq know what
their concerns are,” Sheldon
said. “We listen to them and try
to do the best we can to meet
their expectations.”
Campus West is located at
4832 W. Campus Drive, just a

By Jessica Pawlowski

GVl Copy Editor
Newly
constructed
apartments and townhouses
at Campus West Apartments
will shortly be made available
for students. One-bedroom
apartments are available in
January 2010, while fourbedrooms and two-bedrooms
will be available in June 2010.
Construction began in June
2009.
“We’re currently embarking
on recreating some of our
options we have,” said Peter
Sheldon,
office
manager.
“Everyone’s been really excited
about it. We’ve gotten a lot of
positive feedback.”
A new office will also open
in January, featuring a fitness
center, community room and
study lounge that will include a
fireplace and coffee bar.

short walk from GVSU. llie
Rapid routes 37 and 48 also are
available to tenants.
Stinar chose to live in
Campus West this year because
it is close to campus and The
Rapid makes frequent stops at
the apartments.
“The buses come here a lot,”
she said. “It is nice because I
take the 37 route to campus
and the 48 route back from
campus.”
Stinar also enjoys that
Campus West holds cook outs
at the beginning of the year
for people to get to know each
other.
The 2010-11 rate for a
four-bedroom, two-bathroom
townhouse is $320 per month
per person. A four-bedroom,
4 1/2 bathroom townhouse is
$440 per month.
Two-bedroom,
onebathroom
apartments
are

GVL / Eric Coulter

Campus West's new apartments should be finished by June 2010.

also provides free tanning and
a computer and printer station.
For more information visit
the Web site at http://www.
campuswest.net, call Campus
West at (616) 895-5904 or

visit Campus West’s Facebook,
MySpace or Twitter page.
A roommate finder is also
available on the Web site for
those looking for roommates.

jpawlowski @ lanthorn £om

Taste of country, city living at Pineridge

'Price is right' for
country atmosphere
at University
Apartments

By Chelsea Lane

GVL Assistant News Editor

By Lauren Fitch

GVL Managing Editor
Located one mile from Grand Valley State
University’s Allendale Campus on Rich Street,
University Apartments otters the privacy and
space of country living with the convenience of
being close to campus.
University Apartments features six duplexes
with four or five bedrooms each, all for a monthly
rent of $240 per person.
Currently about 50 GVSU students live in
the 1,800-square-foot apartments and enjoy
free parking, water, sewer and wireless Internet.
Residents still pay for gas and electric and must
furnish their own apartments.
University Apartments offers flexibility in
lease options, with three-, nine- and 12-month
leases available. Leases run an individual basis
and roommates are not bound to cover the extra
cost if one of the residents moves out early.
The complex is owned by the Prins family,

$390 per month while the
two-bedroom, 2 1/2 bathroom
apartments are $495 per
month.
For students looking to live
alone, the one-bedroom, onebathroom apartments are $715
per month.
Utilities included are high
speed cable and Internet while
tenants pay gas, electric and
water. Campus West offers 24hour security and maintenance.
Parking is $25 for a whole
year per vehicle, with free guest
parking up to two days.
Security deposits are $475.
This includes a refundable
$350 security deposit and
a
nonrefundable
$ 125
administrative/activity fee.
For those looking for a
place to bring their pet, small
dogs are allowed in one of
Campus West’s pet-friendly
townhouses. Campus West

GVL / Eric Coulter

University Apartments boast big backyards and a
quiet atmosphere for a comparably low price.

and Hank Prins said most students enjoy the
country setting with a big backyard and quieter
atmosphere.
He said one thing University Apartments offers
that other complexes may not is the low prices.
“The cheap rates draw people to the complex,”
Prins said. “The price is right for someone looking
for low rates.”
Pets are also welcome at University Apartments
for an additional fee of $25 per month.
For more information, call (616) 742-5110
or (616) 262-7784. Photos of the duplexes
can be found at their Web site, http://www.
universityapartmenLsallendale.com.

managingeditor@ lanthorn com

Located in Walker, Mich., at Wilson Avenue
and 3 Mile Road, Pineridge Apartments offers
a peaceful, countryside appeal for residents,
while still being only minutes away from local
shopping centers and professional services.
The complex features 164 apartments. All
apartments are ranch-style units to help create
a quieter living environment.
“We are all one level here, so you don’t
have people living above you or below you.”
said Danielle Heynen, Pineridge property
manager. “You also get a private Walk-up
entrance straight to your apartment.”
Other
Pineridge
amenities
include
dishwashers, various newer appliances, attic
storage, washer/dryer hookups, a utility room,
coin-operated laundry service and central air
conditioning. The apartment complex also
offers 24-hour maintenance.
In addition, Pineridge is pet-friendly.
Pet owners pay a one-time, $150 fee and an
additional $15 each month.
Pineridge has both
furnished and
unfurnished units. Monthly rates are $415 for
a furnished studio apartment. $499 for a onebedroom apartment, $675 for a two-bedroom,
one-bathroom apartment and $685 for a twobedroom, two-bathroom apartment. All units
also come with a kitchen area. Up to two

GVL Archive

Pineridge Apartments offers 164 apartments.

people are allowed to live in each bedroom
and leases are available for three, six, nine or
12 months.
Rent includes water, sewer, trash removal,
snow removal and complete maintenance
services.

assistantnews @ lanthorn .com
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•Single story
•Attic storage
•Approved pets ok
•Close to GVSU
•Utility room
•Washer/dryer hoo
•Studio, 1 and 2 bedro

3% discount for students and employees of GVSU
2790 Pineridge Dr. NW, Walker, Ml 49534 (616)453-7999
www.pinendge-apartments.com
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i American Seating blends classic city style with modern convenience
By Susie Skowronek

GVL Laker Life Editor

Courtesy Photo / Abby Fox
American Seating provides urban feel.

—i*

For a contemporary, urban-style
living experience, explore the American
Seating Park living facilities.
Near Grand Valley State University’s
Pew Campus, the resident park includes
three buildings: Clark Place, OffBroadway and a business park.
The
complexes
surround
a
landscaped courtyard that includes a sixjet fountain and an amphitheatre used for
live musical performances and summer
events. Buildings give residents 24-hour
television surveillance and professional
maintenance.
Rent includes water and sewage,
trash, parking, basic cable with the

option for upgrades and Internet access.
Kitchens include oven and range,
refrigerator with icemaker, dishwasher,
microwave and garbage disposal.
Residents pay additional fees for electric
and telephone use.
Leasing agent Sandy Morris said
the apartment complex provides a fun
atmosphere because tenants interact
with each other.
“We have about 95 percent college
students already,” Morris said.
She said American Seating’s size
and value sets it apart from other living
communities in the area. The apartments
are large and feature up to four bedrooms,
offering the potential for roommates.
Clark Place — located at 801
Broadway Ave. NW in Grand Rapids

By Lauren Fitch

GVL Managing Editor

By Jenny Whalen

GVL Editor in Chief

Nestled in a rich, naturally-wooded setting,
Conifer Creek provides the privacy and
relaxing atmosphere often lost in on-campus
residences.
Only a short walk from a Rapid bus stop,
the complex is minutes from the Allendale
£ Campus.
Owned and operated by Grand Valley State
University alumni,ConiferCreek management
r works to form personal relationships with each
of the student residents.
Three different unit styles are available.
Each townhouse is about 1,6(X) square feet in
size with options for a four-bedroom, 4.5 bath
; unit — either with or without a garage — or a
four-bedroom, 2.5 bath unit with a garage.
Rent is $435 per month for a 10-month
lease or $385 per month for a 12-month lease.
The only units differing in price are the
four-bedroom, 4.5 bath townhouses without
garages. These units cost $405 per month and
are only offered on a 12-month lease.
The townhouses are energy-efficient
buildings and come equipped with central
air, free cable, free Internet and a washer and
!. dryer.
Garbage and snow removal are included as
well.
Besides rent, residents only pay for gas and

The bedrooms provide enough space
for one king-sized bed, two nightstands,
one dresser and one desk. All living units
aside from the efficiency apartments
include two full baths.
Residents can access laundry rooms
on the second, third and fourth floors,
where machines work with key cards
rather than quarters.
Unit options range from efficiency
apartments to four-bedroom townhouses
and cost between $675 and $1575.
For more leasing information,
contact Sandy Morris at smorris@
americanseatingpark.com
or
call
(616) 776-2678. Visit http://www.
americanseatingpark.com for floor plans
and additional information.

lakerlife @ lanthorn earn

Unique style at Ottawa Creek

Conifer Creek
pairs nature with
convenience

t

— offers business spaces and 22 luxury
apartments.
On the fourth Moor of the Clark Place
complex, apartments provide oversized
windows for residents to view the city.
Original beam work, exposed brick
walls, oversized doors and cherry wood
cabinets provide the atmosphere of a
true city apartment.
Each apartment offers a private
master bedroom, large closets and
laundry hook-ups.
Apartments come in several varieties
from one to four bedrooms and prices
vary from $675 to $1,575 per unit.
The Off-Broadway complex offers
67 units with efficiency apartments,
lofts and townhomes at 555 Seventh St.
NW in Grand Rapids.

!
!
|
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Conifer Creek features three-story townhouses.

electricity.
Conifer Creek also offers a free roommate
profiling service on their Web site to help match
students with people of similar interests.
Applications must be submitted with a
$25 non-refundable application fee, $100
administrative fee, which is refundable if no
lease is signed, and $250 security deposit. The
security deposit is refundable until the lease
is signed.
Units are leased on a first-come, first-served
basis and acceptance of an application does
not ensure accommodation.
For more information on housing
options
available
at
Conifer
Creek
Townhomes, visit the Web site at http://www.
conifercreektownhomes.com/index.asp or call
616-318-2035.

editorial@ lanthorn .com

Students looking to “get
off the beaten path” need
look no farther than Ottawa
Creek, located at 11127 52nd
Ave. about a mile from Grand
Valley State University’s
Allendale Campus.
Ottawa Creek features
50 units with either one
or two bedrooms and one
bathroom.
Tara Larson, the property
manager, said the location
offers a quieter atmosphere
and a small community feel.
She added the grounds are
well-maintained and clean.
Leases can be signed for
nine or 12 months, with rent
starting at $600 or $650 for
a one-bedroom apartment,
based on the length of lease
respectively. Two-bedroom
apartments run from $720 to
$800. Units with a balcony
cost $50 more per month.
A coin-operated washer
and dryer are available in
each building and each
apartment comes with a
stove and refrigerator.
DSL Internet, basic cable,
water, trash and parking are
all included in the price of
rent.
Twenty-four-hour

maintenance
is
also
available in the familyowned complex.
Eileen Creutz, a Grand
Valley
State
University
student, lived in Ottawa
Creek last semester as it
was the only two-bedroom
apartment she could find in
her price range.
“I liked the size of the
apartment in general and it
was nice having a porch,”
Creutz said.
Her only concern for
prospective residents was to
consider how much they are

willing to spend on utilities.
For more information
and to see the apartments
for yourself, call (616) 4539190 or visit their Web site
at http://www.ottawacreek.
com where there is also a
printable coupon for $200
off the first month’s rent
when signing a lease before
April 15,2010.
The office is open for
tours from 9:30 a.m to
5 p.m. Monday through
Friday and by appointment
on Saturday.

managingeditor@ lanthorn rom
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The balconies at Ottawa Creek add personality to the apartments.

Ottawa Creek
Apartments

onifer

your home away from home

11127 52nd Ave

ottawacreek.com
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Rent as low as $180.00 a month
INCLUDES:

•Based on four person occupancy

DSL
Studio

Free cable wun tease
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• Washer and dryer in every unit
• Professionally designed closets
• Over 1600 square, feet per unit
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* Covered car ports

* Walking distance of restaurants and grocery store
* Bus stop, a few minutes walking distance
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One Bedroom

TRASH
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No parking fees or permits!
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* GV3U Alumni / Allendale owned and operated
* Energy efficient, Green built buildmgs, resulting in lower utility bills

* Energy efficient windows and doors also resulting in lower utility bills
4 Roommate profile service
* Walking path through woods
* Ya of a mile from campus

FloorplanjUjates AvailabloOaUne
Fxpires: April 15th, ?010
•some restrictions may apply

(616)318-

RECEIVE

$200 OFF
YOUR 1ST MONTH OF RENTt-p^umt

•Must bring In coupon to get special.
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Brookmeadow apartments offer comparably priced alternative housing
By Emanuel Johnson

GVL Senior Reporter
If you are looking for a
spacious apartment with a
perfect view of the beach
and wall-to-wall HD-TVs,
then you should probably
move to Malibu.
However, if you are
looking to get the most bang
for your buck in college
lodging, then check out
Brookmeadow apartments
in Grandville.
Owned by
Land &
Company
Apartments,
Brookmeadow
offers
a
comparable and affordable
alternative
to
housing
options near the Grand
Valley
State
University
campuses.
“We offer a lot of
great
things, especially
to college students,” said
Jennifer Smith, director
of marketing and sales for
Land & Company. “We have
many utilities included,

flexibility of leasing terms,
variety of flooring options
and a great location. We
can offer convenience and a
better value because we’re
owned by one of the largest
management companies in
West Michigan.”
Locatedjustminutesaway
from RiverTown Crossings
Mall
in
Grandville,
the apartment center is
surrounded by a variety of
leisure opportunities.
Brookmeadow offers a
variety of different floor
plans for one to two people.
Prices for one-bedroom
apartments sit at $544 to
$570 per person while twobedroom options are set
around $611 to $654 per
person.
Each plan includes water,
gas, sewage treatment and
an enclosed garage with an
automatic opener. Residents
are asked to pay only for
their electricity, phone use

and cable.
“Our prices are very
competitive,” Smith said.
“I’m always out there
marketing and comparing
our prices to others, and 1
really believe that we have
some of the best prices per
square footage. Especially

now a days, people are
constantly
looking
for
deals, and when you break
it down we have some of
the best around.”
The most optimal option
is a spacious 981-squarefoot
apartment
with
two bedrooms and two

bathrooms.
This option is also the
most expensive offered at
Brookmeadow.
According to Mapquest.
com, the apartments are
20 minutes away from
both the Allendale and
Holland campuses and 10

minutes away from the Pew
campus.
For more information
about
Brookmeadow
apartments or to speak with
a leasing representative,
call the main office at 616719-5201.

eJohnson @ lanthorn .com

GVL / Katie Mitchell
Brookmeadow apartments.

Peace, quiet abounds
at Allendale Meadows
By Jenny Whalen

GVL Editor in Chief
While no college horror story is complete
without the noisy neighbors, at some point
volume control becomes a necessity and Allendale
Meadows offers just that.
Allendale Meadows is a community of
manufactured homes located at 11400 Boyne
Blvd. in Allendale. The community offers homes
with two to four bedrooms and a minimum of two
full bathrooms.
“At Allendale Meadows (students) have
more freedom because they have their own
driveway and own yard since these are free
standing homes,” said Susan Bartoletti. Allendale
Meadows’ community manager. “Students have
more privacy and there are no shared walls.”
By taking advantage of Allendale Meadows’
new referral program, students can now earn up to
$300 without ever signing a lease.
Students do not have to be residents ofAl lendale
Meadows to be eligible for compensation by the
referral program.
So long as the students who are leasing a home
from Allendale Meadows give the leasing office
the name of the individual who referred them,

the office will sign a $1(X) check to the referrer.
However, the office must be informed of the
referral during the first visit.
The referrer can receive compensation for
three referrals.
Bartoletti said approximately 100 homes are
on the lease program and students can sign a nineor 12-month lease. If a lease is completed prior to
graduation, students can apply for an extension.
A cosigner is required for students, but the
application fee and closing costs are waived. The
security deposit is equal to one month’s rent.
Various floor plans are offered and home sizes
range from 900 square feet to 2,400 square feet.
Each home offers a full appliance package,
including air conditioning, washer and dryer and
a microwave oven.
Homes start at $679 per month for a twobedroom and rent is based on a per home price,
not a per student price.
“(Allendale Meadows) has a neighborhood
feel to it,” Bartoletti said. “It’s not just student
housing ... It’s quiet, private. If you want to go out,
you have a yard to sit in and that is specifically
your yard. You want to wash the car, you can do it
in your own driveway.”
Each home is allowed to have one dog or cat at
an additional $25 per month.
Residents are permitted to use the community’s
clubhouse for private parties, but a deposit is
required prior to use. The deposit will be returned
once community management has determined the
clubhouse was left clean and free of damages.
Allendale Meadows also offers a swimming
pool, two playgrounds, a basketball court and
storage available to all residents.
For more information on Allendale Meadows
call toll free at (888) 221-8403 or visit http://
www.suncommunities.com/mobile_home_parks/
allendale_meadows/info_overview.

Courtesy Photo / Allendale Meadows
Allendale Meadows also has a community pool.
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New Leases available year round

Homes

Starting at $699/mo.
• Close to Campus
• 2 & 3 Bedrooms / 2 Baths
• Individual Driveways and Parking
• All Kitchen Appliances
• Washer/Dryer
•Central Air
• Pet Friendly
• Clubhouse & Pool

Ready For You to Move-in
9 & 12 Month Leases Available

Note: All applicants must complete a rental application and be approved for community residency.

*rat*s vary depending on number of occupants

Heat Included • Cable Ready ‘Central Air
Dishwasher* Elevator'Garbage Disposal
Intercom System • Laundry Facilities
Mini / Vert. Blinds • Newer Appliances
Pet Friendly *Smoke Detectors
24hr Emergency Main.
Additional Storage Available

26 Sheldon Btvd. SE Grand Rapids

4BedroomUnit
1800 Sq. Ft.
Allows Pets
Washer and Dryer Hook-up
Big Back Yard
Quiet and Country Atmosphere

So* m at mvw.universityapartmetit'*
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College Student? Recent Grad?
We have the perfect apartment for you!
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American Seating Park is a one-of-a-kind apartment built

Let us tell you why
■* ■.' ’
. ■■■ ■ m

Spacious rooms with soaring ceilings
Original wood-beam ceilings and exposed brick walls? ft
Two, three, and four-bedroom apartments, plus a loft
_
, ,
1
1
y jjjs:
Two, three, and four-bedroom townhouse apartments
Walking distance to neighborhood restaurants, cafes, parks and pubs
^
*
•
»
Convenient access to public transit system* shopping and major exaHHlMH
Close lo GVSU Pew Campus and other downtown college campuses
■
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College Campuses nearby

Distance from American Seating Park
gvsu

Pew Campus

Davenport University

1.3 Miles

2 Miles
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48 West brings residents sense of community, common area amenities
Just minutes from the
Allendale Campus, 48 West is
still accepting lease applications
for next year
Ihey have sold out some
floor plans hut still have some
one-, two- and four-bedroom
units available, and December

By Haley Otman
GVL A&E Editor
“48 West is not like any other
property in the area,” said Jessica
Kennedy, property manager of
the off-campus apartment and
townhome complex.

is the last chance to sign for their
2009 rates.
“Students should fill out their
application to live at 48 West
very soon if they want to secure
a spot,” Kennedy said.
The community is located
at 10897 48th Ave., and has

only been open about a year
and a half. It boasts much more
than simply apartments and
townhomes.
“I like the community
area,” said Grand Valley State
University student and 48 West
resident Kristin Burczyk. “The

into an exatma vet
tranquil place IV
immM IfIIVP
VVI

Students and Cosigners are welcome!
One and Two Bedroom Apartments
Each Home Includes
Garage

%

Heat

4

Water

common building is a great “stepped-up soundproofing” for
alternative to going to the library
increased privacy, according to
to do homework.”
the 48 West Web site.
Ihe Commons is a study 4Burczyk
said her favorite
lounge with a computer room part of her townhouse is “all
for printing and copying, a the space” and having her own
fireplace, cozy chairs and one bathnxim.
leasing and management office
Rent
includes
wireless'
for resident questions and and hard-line Internet, basic
concerns.
cable, trash removal and snow •
The Village
removal. Pets
Center includes
are
allowed
“Students should
Theater 48, a
in
some
fill out their
multi-purpose
buildings for
application to live
room
with
an additional
a
projection
cost.
at 48 West very
screen
and
One
soon if they want
surround
parking
spot1
to secure a spot.”
sound;
The
per bedroom is
Zone, a game
also available
JESSICA KENNEDY
room with pool
for a price of
48 WEST PROPERTY
tables, foosball,
$100 a year, or!
MANAGER
Nintendo Wii
$ 150 for a spot!
and more; the
under a carport . I
Fitness Club, which is tree to all For those who would rather ride;
residents and open 24 hours a the Rapid, 48 West is a stop on
day; Goods to Go, a convenience Route 37.
store; the new Ugro coffee shop
For those interested in
and the main 48 West leasing leasing at 48 West but not sure
and management office. The who to live with, or those whocommunity plans to add a decide they want to move in at!
restaurant soon, too.
the last minute, the complex’s
Residents get their own Web site has online classifieds
privately keyed bedroom and to help out.
full bathroom, in addition to their
48
West
also
boasts
own individual lease. Rent, for a maintenance response teams on
12-month lease in a furnished duty 24 hours a day.
unit, begins at $420 per person
For more information, visit
per month for a four-bedrxxim http://www.48west.info, or call
unit and goes up to $700 per the leasing office at 616-895person per month for a one- 2400.
bedroom unit. They all include
arts @ lanthorn rom

Powerhouse Gym Membership
Brookmaadow Apartments provide an
ideal balance for the individual with a busy
lifestyle that finds the need to escape in their
home after a long day.

Brook meadow Apartments
0■ 143 Brookmwdow N. Court
GrandWIv Ml 49418

1

Located just 15 minutes from Allendale, Downtown Grand Rapids or Holland (via 1-96)

Brookmeadow Apartments
Call for Details: (616)457-8988
www.thaapartmenl4«ucoin
Freele
.'in- j1f>
GVL / Lindsey Waggoner

______________ ___

In addition to apartments, residents have a village center to enjoy.

-"T-TTW,,-

m Select pet friendly units
m 24-hour maintenance team
W A cozy, quiet place to study
W Individual leases
m Friendly on-site
management team

• Large spacious units
W Freedom to decorate
your unit
Full size washer and dryer
W Free expanded cable
W Fully-equipped game room

«£ ptoy, utm, *sou*ii2t}

you Ur\oo%t

new place to live next gear?

Fe atvring© 1. 2 & 4 bedroom units available
©Privately locking bedrooms with your
own bathroom
© Free
throughout the community
© Rates starting at only 4395 Per roofth
www +Bvrest com

616-89
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Meadows Crossing lets tenants live smart
reasons many tenants resign at
Meadows Crossing are price,
safety and maintenance.
“Maintenance is huge and
we have a great maintenance
staff, so I think that’s really how
we’re getting our referrals,”
Bier-Hobbs said.
Conveniently located at the
front of Meadows Crossing,
are retail shops including the
Hookah Lounge, Taco Bob’s,
Hip Party Store and Cafe Lulu,
ottering many options for
food and entertainment within
walking distance.
With eight different floor
plans and fully furnished
townhomes, which include a

By Matt Kuzawa

GVL Sports Editor
At the heart of Grand Valley
State University’s Allendale
campus and its townhouse row
on 48th Avenue sits Meadows
Crossing.
Their motto is “Smart
Living” and it is easy to see
why with many amenities and
options that make a student’s
life a bit easier.
“We have the best utility
package around,” said property
manager Karen Bier-Hobbs.
“We otter the most amenities at
no cost to the tenants.
Bier Hobbs added the main

washer, dryer and dishwasher,
Meadows Crossing is built with
energy efficiency in mind.
Prices range from $419 to
$489 a month for 12-month
leases and start at $499 a month
for 10-month leases for units
ranging from I J(X)4 to 1,839
square feet.
“It’s nice because it’s
decently sized, but everyone
has their own bathroom,” said
Aaron Jones, GVSU senior and
Meadows Crossing tenant. “We
lived in The Ravines our first
year, so it was an upgrade, and
we didn’t want to bring furniture
in, and (Meadows units) are
furnished, which is nice.”

temperature lower to save on
heating costs.
Since Meadows Crossing
opened, their rates have
increased from their first-year
rate of $390 a month.
However, with the number
of free utilities they currently
offer. Meadows Crossing may
be as cost friendly as ever.
“It comes down to the price
and what you get,” Bier-Hobbs
said.
Other things tenants get are
basketball and volleyball courts
and a clubhouse with flat screen
TVs, a billiards table and a 24hour fitness center.
The Meadows Crossing

While utilities costs can
add up quickly each month,
MeadowsCrossingcurrently has
a special offer, which includes
free high speed Internet, free
cable T^V, free water and sewer
and free parking for new leases
for the 2010-11 school year if
signed by Dec. 18.
“Our gas is a lot less than any
of the other complexes around
because of our energy-efficient
furnaces,” Bier-Hobbs said. “It
doesn't mean a whole lot to the
tenants, but then, when they get
in they see the savings.”
Similar to many costconscious students, Jones and
his roommates like to keep the

GVl /

Eric Coulter

Meadows Crossing on 48th.

leasing office is located at 10745
48th Ave. Suite B-100. For more
information call (616) 892-2700
or visit their Web site at http://
w ww.meadowscrossing .net.

sports@ lanthorn x om

Privacy, 'reasonable' prices at University Townhouses
By Anya Zentmeyer

GVL Staff Writer

GVL / Katie Mitchell

An indoor pool is just one of the luxuries offered at Plaza Towers.

The Lofts, Plaza Towers offer luxury
living, proximity to GR nightlife
By Jenny Whalen

GVL Editor in Chief
Students and faculty with a
taste for luxury living can do so
at The Lofts and Plaza Towers
apartments located in downtown
Grand Rapids.
The historic F.F. Wood
Motor Co. building at 26
Sheldon Blvd. SE, now The
Lofts, houses 55 one- and twobedroom apartments.
“We
have
a
trendy
atmosphere close to all the local
hotspots and stunning views of
downtown Grand Rapids,” said
Aubrey Vane, The Lofts leasing
manager.
The
complex
offers
12-month independent leases
with no limit on move-in dates.
One-bednxnn
apartments
start at $535 and two-bedrooms
at $641 pt^r person.
Though
students
are
welcome at The Lofts, at no
time can all the occupants of
an apartment be full-time (12+
credits) students.
Students should call for
eligibility information.
Unlimited
steam
heat,
water and waste removal are
included in the rent and all
residents have access to a
fitness room, community room
with computers and high-speed
Internet and laundry room.
A bus stop for Rapid routes
3, 4, 14 and 15 is available

outside The Lofts entrance.
Plaza Towers stand at 201
W. Fulton St. in Grand Rapids.
“It’s a great building that
otters really spectacular views
of the city, too,” said Connie
Vinger, Plaza Towers property
manager.
Plaza
Towers
offers
studio, one- and two-bedroom
apartments, with one-bedroom
apartments starting at $950
per month and two-bedroom
starting at $1,200 per month.
Through
December,
residents can sign an 18-month
lease and receive two months
free rent.
While Vinger said most
residents sign a 12-month lease.
Plaza Towers will offer as low
as a three-month lease when
necessary.
- -She added many of the
apartments
were
recently
remodeled and now feature
wood floors and granite
countertops.
Cable, garbage disposal and
on-site fitness center, which
includes a basketball court,
tennis court, indoor pool and
whirlpool,are included in rent.
For more information, call
The Lofts at 616-234-0100,
http://
www.loftsapartments.
com/; and Plaza Towers at
616-776-33(X).
http://www.
plazatowersapartments .com/.

editorial@ lanthorn .com
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Quiet, private and personal
are all words University
Townhouses’ manager and
owner, Dan Jensen, used
to describe the wcxxied
townhomes located off Fillmore
Avenue.
The University Townhouses
are less than two miles from
Grand Valley State University
but still private and secluded.
The complex has three
buildings, making a total of 14
townhomes.
“If you like the more
private, quiet atmosphere, it’s
gtxxl,” Jensen said. “There are
not a lot of people, and parking
is never an issue.”
Along with free parking
comes a kitchen equipped with
a stove, fridge and dishwasher.
Other amenities include a
washer and dryer, central air,
DSL and cable hcx)kups in each

room, multiple phone lines and
walk-in closets in both models.
Utilities include water, sewer
and trash removal.
The units include a two
bedroom, two bathnx)m unit
that is 1,100 square feet or a
four bedroom, four bathrxx>m
model that is 1.400 square feet.
The townhomes are designed
to accommodate two to six
tenants.
Pricing for the townhouses
is per person, per month and
varies with the number of
tenants.
With a 10-month lease, a
four-bedroom townhouse with
four tenants is $280 per month.
Likewise, a two-bedrcxrm
townhouse with two tenants is
$390 per month.
There is also a twobedroom,
two-bathroom
apartment option located on
Lake Michigan Avenue and
costs $350 per person under a

I_______________
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Low prices and privacy draw students to University Townhouses.

10 month lease. The apartments
include: water, sewer, trash
removal, gas,electric and heat.
Jensen said new two
bednxim-two
bathroom
apartments that will be
kx:ated on Fillmore Avenue
arc under construction for the
2010 year. He is running a
special promotion for the new
townhomes: $400 per person
with a lease signed by Jan. 15.

j^RQVAL VISTA
j

AWESOME SPECIALS!

j

$695 - s755

v

CALL TODAY 453-9999

CALL TODAY 457-3450

. • l or 2 Bedroom apts or
3 bedroom condo style townhomes

j •. .. • . i •
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£ • '2 bedrooom 1200 Sq. Ft. ranch
• J&;.^wribbmes .with, full.basements. \

• Convenient location to both downtown

Pt and allendate cafltpti

included

f

,

'

- •Conveniently located within 7 mUes
of Allendale Campus

• Immediate freeway access
• Washer/Dryer and Garage included

• More information at

/ ’'"L" • -fey - vww koetjgbuildersxoitr

• Ftewbfc 6.9.12 month

r-r-*-.

azentme\er@ lanthorn xom
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AWESOME SPECIALS!
$655 - $1075

Many students also like the
fact that all transactions are
dealt directly through Jensen,
who is the owner, and not just
an on-site manager.
However, Jensen said the
main hook is the price.
“When comparing our units
apples for apples with other
complexes, our housing is just
much more reasonable.”

-Select units only

Also specializing in custom homes & development
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4 Bedroom Townhouses starting at $250.00 per person
NEW Apartments coming for 2010!

Live

Some units include all utilities
DSL available in ALL Units
Washers & Dryers in every unit
Walk out Townhouses with Patio

Check out our website for updates
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BEST VALUE ON CAMPUS!

“We guaranty the lowest lease rates per person*

Visit us on the Web @ gvtownhouses.com
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189 two- and four-bedroom townhomes and apartments
Bedroom/bathroom suites designed to accommodate one person
floor plans; barrier-free units and single-stall, attached garages available
Outdoor sportcourt and beach volleyball areas
Club house and community room facilities
or visit us on line at

meadowscrossi ng.net!

